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The municipality of Virton consists of the town 
itself and the villages of Saint-Mard, Chenois, 
Latour, Ruette, Grandcourt, Saint-Remy, Gomery, 
Bleid and Ethe. The total area covers 10122 
hectares (25300 acres) including 3500 hectares 
(8750 acres) of council owned forest.
The town counts approximately 11000 inhabitants. 
Over the centuries these villages have suffered 
the same trials as Virton.

The town has become a centre for trade, 
administration and education and enjoys a very 
active cultural life (music, theatre, art, museums, 
etc). More than 3000 pupils enliven the town 
during the school year.
Saint-Mard has never been separated from Virton 
(Old Virton lies on Saint-Mard territory). It used 
to be a town of basket makers and railwaymen. 
Saint-Mard’s inhabitants are fond of their village 
and its folklore. The village fair in August lasts 
for five whole days and is known for upholding 
traditions.

Chenois and Latour were prosperous at the time 
when the Belgian Railway engine sheds, repair 
workshops and station were in full activity. The 
site has now become an expanding industrial 
zone.

The growing village of Chenois with its much 
envied school may owe its name to a place 
planted with oaks ("chêne" in French). 

With a Gallo-Roman altar in its church, the smaller 
country village of Latour has distant origins. 
Latour-Bas is a typical Lorraine "street-village" 

while Latour-Haut has kept its rural and pastoral 
charms: indeed, it is huddled around the ruins of 
the former castle of the Counts of Baillet-Latour 
transformed into a very classy hotel-restaurant.

Ruette, Grandcourt and Saint-Remy are typical 
Lorraine villages close to the French border. They 
are famous for their orchards. For many years, 
iron was mined at Grandcourt. The iron ore was 
melted at the forges of Laclaireau which had 
exclusive rights.

The old castle of Saint-Remy belonged to several 
noble families from the area, among whom the 
de Gerlache family. It was bought in 1905 by the 
Marianist Brothers, a religious community that 
had been expelled from France. All that is left is 
a tower and some outbuildings. The impressive 
building erected by the Marianists, who were 
scattered during the World War II, has been 
transformed into council flats. The tower is now 
a stopover gite.

The name of Gomery and that of the family de 
Gerlache belong together. The castle is currently 
owned by Bernard de Gerlache de Gomery 
whose father and grandfather were explorers of 
the Antarctic.

Bleid, just like Gomery, is away from the main 
roads Virton-Arlon and Florenville-Athus. From 
the hills of Bleid, you have magnificent view over 
the Vire and Ton valleys. For many years, the poet 
Adrien de Prémorel, who wrote in praise of our 
woods and our countryside, lived in the castle.

VIRTON
Laclaireau Valley, Virton

VIRTON,
CAPITAL OF GAUME
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Ethe is a genuine "street-village". Its two 
sections, Ethe and Belmont, stretch over some 
two miles. For a long time, the Counts of Briey, 
whose family played an important part in the 
history of the forges and in the political life of 
our province, resided at the castle of Laclaireau.

In August 1914 the village was burned down 
by the Germans, who shot nearly 400 civilians, 
among whom some seventy men who had been 
brought from Latour to bury the bodies. The 
villagers keep vivid memories of these tragic 
days. 
Ethe was the home of Dr. Albert Hustin (1884-
1969). He was a professor at the University of 
Brussels and invented citrated blood transfusion 
which prevented blood coagulation.

VIRTON’S COAT OF ARMS
Description
"Of gules (red) with two crossed 
golden arrows whose the feathers 
and the downward-pointing heads 
are silver."

History
The town’s seal has included this shield since 
1602 with the legend "Sigillum Magistratus 
Virtonensis". Virton lost its coat of arms under 
the successive Dutch and French dominations. 
After the Belgian revolution in 1830, the coat of 
arms was returned to the city by Royal Assent 
dated January 17, 1837.

The shield remained almost unchanged except 
for the earl’s coronet with 9 balls alluding to the 
fact that Virton used to be a vassal town of the 

earls of Chiny. This version of the coat of arms 
was used until the merger of the municipalities. 
At that time, the earl’s coronet was replaced by 
a mural crown which reminds of Virton’s past as 
a fortified town.
According to tradition, the arrows were granted 
by the Holy Roman Emperor Charles V after 
Virton’s fierce defence against Robert de la Marck 
in 1521. 
The downward-pointing arrows are a sign that 
the besieged town defended itself honourably. 
These types of arrows are also symbols of peace.
As a matter of interest, it is often told that the 
Virtonnais (Virton’s inhabitants) are just like their 
coat of arms: "bigmouths (in French, "gules" 
means both red and a bigmouth), with little silver 
(money) and even less gold."

SOME HISTORY
Vertunum already existed in Gallo-Roman times. 
The importance of its urban area was confirmed 
by excavations undertaken on the Mageroux 
plateau. The town was probably destroyed 
during the invasions of the early 5th century. 

It was rebuilt slightly further to the north and 
became an important town in the Earldom of 
Chiny.
Unlike what has often been said, Virton (written 
successively Vertunum, Vertun, Vierton and 
Virton) does not get its name from the rivers Vire 
and Ton. Vertunum comes  from a Celtic word, 
later Latinised (Verdun), which would mean "hill" 
or "burial mound".
The history of Virton was closely related to that 
of the Earldom of Chiny until 1340, when it was 
sold to John the Blind, king of Bohemia (count 
of Luxembourg). For Virton this meant four 

  Saint-Mard
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centuries of perils and misery. 
Virton underwent the troubles caused by 
frequent changes of owner. Situated near the 
borders of powerful rivals, the town was captured 
and recaptured, burnt down several times and 
often occupied by mercenaries, who had neither 
enemies nor allies. The fortifications (two walls 
with trenches, twelve towers and two gates) 
suffered from these repeated sieges. During the 
French Revolution the region suffered numerous 
raids lead by the "sans-culottes". Two treaties 
have been decisive for the fate of Virton.
Thereafter, the history of Virton was bound up 
with that of the Netherlands until the Belgian 
independence.

VIRTON’S GIANTS
Djean d’Mâdy represents the true-born Gaumais: 
a cheerful and rebellious mind who is fond of 

feasting. Djean was born at Velosnes near 
Torgny in 1585 and lived at Beauregard, near 
Dampicourt. His life was full of cunning jokes 
and nasty tricks. As he was so crafty, he could 
outsmart anybody. In fact, he feared neither God 
nor the devil.
Since 1938, Virton’s Tourist Office has owned two 
giants which regularly animate local and regional 
feasts.

TOTEM POLE
For twelve-odd years Virton and the neighbouring 
area went Canadian thanks to many families 
who were stationed at the NATO base in 
Marville (France). When the Canadians left, they 
expressed their attitude for the warm hospitality 
of the Virtonnais by offering a real American 
Indian totem pole.

Djean d’Mâdy and Djeanne

The Ton river Vieux-Virton’s church The Totem Pole



A great number of authors have told the events 
of 1848 during which the Virtonnais declared 
the revolution and demanded unification with 
France. The question remains whether it was a 
real page of history or a simple schoolboy prank. 
Anyway this event is perfectly consistent with the 
Gaumais temper. 

Since ancient times Virton has felt sentimentally 
close to France: same language and culture, 
closely related economy and political attitudes.
Moreover the Virtonnais are famous for being 
particularly hot-headed. Medieval authorities had 
imposed on the burghers of Virton to bear their 
weapons on the right side in order to hamper 
their drawing of the sword. 

In September 1830 already, a group of notables 
had hoisted the French flag on the church tower 
to the Virtonnais’ great delight. If Brussels started 
a revolution against the Dutch, why shouldn’t the 
Virtonnais demand unification with France?

In February 1848, a provisional government 
to which Lamartine belonged proclaimed the 
republic in Paris. One month later, a group 
of young Virtonnais who had been won over 
by the new revolutionary ideas, hoisted the 
red flag on the church roof. The church bells 
started sounding. The inhabitants celebrated 
a feast shouting:"Vive la République ! Vive la 
France  !"(Long live the Republic! Long live 
France!).

As soon as the governor heard the news he 
had troops sent to Virton. In the meantime a 
revolutionary committee was formed which 
announced the imminent elections of the leaders 
of the Virtonnais or Gaumais Republic.
250 soldiers finally arrived from Arlon. One of 
them took down the flag. It was on March 21st. 

In addition to some minor sentences for the 
leaders, the town underwent two administrative 
penalties:
-  The withdrawal of the "commissariat 
d’arrondissement" (administrative subdivision of 
a province; the Belgian equivalent of the French 
subprefecture). Today Virton still depends upon 
Arlon.
- The refusal of the royal family to go for official 
visits to Virton. It’s only in 1970, for the 700th 
anniversary of Virton’s enfranchisement, that the 
royal couple, Baudouin I and Fabiola, paid a visit 
to the inhabitants of the capital town of Gaume. 

Nowadays bonds with France are still very 
tight. The Virtonnais still remember that the 
French came and died here in 1914 and 1940 
defending our freedom. That’s why, for all official 
ceremonies, brass bands in Virton first play the 
Belgian anthem, the Brabançonne, followed 
immediately by the Marseillaise.
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Of all Belgian towns, Virton is the furthest from 
the capital. This, however, does not prevent it 
from being an important communication centre.
Isolated from the north by the Ardennes, Virton 
was prompted to turn towards France and the 
Grand-Duchy of Luxembourg.

The Belgian province of Luxembourg counts 
44 municipalities. A quarter of its population is 
spread over five municipalities to the south. That 
means roughly 60,000 inhabitants on barely 7% 
of the province’s surface.On the other side of the 
French border Montmédy, Longuyon and Longwy 
form an equally important economic zone. 

The crisis in the steel industry could have killed 
our economy. But in 1964 economic conversion 
had begun with the arrival of Burgo Ardennes 
which today employs 650 people at Harnoncourt. 
This factory, which is now part of the landscape, 
makes use of regional resources and creates an 
outlet for various types of wood such as copse 
wood and waste from the sawmills. Secondary 
activities like transport and timber-cutting give 
almost full occupation to more than a thousand 

people. Some two hundred lorries are needed 
every day to bring in the raw materials and 
transport the finished products. The occasional 
smell of cabbage which teases the nose comes 
from the gases released during the cooking 
of the paper pulp. This slowly disappearing 
drawback can be coped with as it means a job 
for 2000 people in the area. This pulp factory 
and the new paper mill are managed by Burgo.

The arrival on the industrial estate of Virton-
Latour of modern industries such as Jindal Films 
brought new blood to the region. Virton wants 
however to keep a socio-economic structure 
of its own. Agriculture, on the one hand, is still 
mainly aimed at cattle farming.

The final element in the local economy is tourism: 
you are in the town where sun radiance is the 
highest in Belgium (400 kJ/cm2). Holiday makers 
will find here a dynamic region that has managed 
to switch to a new type of economy while keeping 
the hospitable character of both people and 
landscape. 

ECONOMY IN AND AROUND VIRTON
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From the 11th to the 18th century, Virton’s 
medieval town centre – smaller than today’s – was 
defended by surrounding ramparts, fortified with 
twelve towers (shown on the map) encircled by a 
moat. Little has been left of Virton’s fortifications: 
the towers were destroyed, the city walls were 
swallowed up by houses and the moat was filled. 
The medieval fortifications are now almost totally 
integrated in the buildings.

The Grand-Rue (the High Street) divided Virton 
in an upper town and a lower town. It ran right 
through the town from the Porte de France 
(Gate of France) (nr 14) to the Porte d’Ardenne 
(Ardenne Gate) (nr 13).

Farmers decided quite soon to settle outside 
the medieval fortifications. They were to be 
followed shortly afterwards by other people, 
mostly craftmen. The Haut de la Vigne (Top of 
the Vineyard) and the Quartier des Tanneurs 
(Tanners’ Quarter) are probably the most ancient 
suburbs outside Virton’s walls.

Four additional quarters were created as still 
more people decided to live outside Virton’s 
walls: Faubourgs des Houplons (where textile 
workers settled), Faubourg de la Clochette 
(today’s rue Docteur Jeanty), Faubourg de la 
Roche (nearby Virton’s cimetery) and Faubourg 
d’Arival (where most craftsmen lived in the 18th 
century).

At the end of the 16th century, there were 6 
corporations in Virton: haberdashers, shoemakers 
(and tanners), manufacturers of soft furnishings 

(and tailors), drapers (carders and spinners, 
weavers, fullers, dyers...), blacksmiths and 
ploughmen, and finally hatters.
In the 16th century there also: two gunpowder 
mills, some edge-tool maker’s shops, a plater’s, 
a brewery, a sawmill, a fuller’s, an oil mill and a 
communal mill.

The Avenue Bouvier was opened up when Saint-
Mard station was built (+/- 1880). This street with 
its beautiful bourgeois houses is a model of 
eclectic architecture.

Starting from the Maison du Tourisme (Virton’s 
Tourist Office) head for the church via the Rue du 
Dr Jeanty. A small alley on your left opens very 
soon onto Dr Jeanty Street: the Rue de la Prison.
The second part of this alley dates back to the 
middle ages. The double bend in the Rue de la 
Prison coincides with Virton’s ramparts. Nearby 
stood the Tour Mathieu which once served as a 
prison. (nr 1 on the map).

Continue your way straight ahead and walk down 
the Rue Sainte-Catherine.
The esplanade below on the left is in fact the 
place where the medieval market hall stood. 
Nearby stood the iron collar where sentenced 
people were chained with a neck iron to a pole 
and exposed to the passers-by.

Turn left and walk until the end of the Grand-Rue.
Here stood the Porte d’Ardenne also known 
as the Porte de la Roche between the houses 
numbered 48 and 59 of the Grand-Rue. (nr 13)

11
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Walk back and turn left, down a couple of steps 
between the houses numbered 54 and 56. Walk 
along thy very narrow alley and turn left into the 
Place Lorand (Lorand Square) where you will see 
a lovely bandstand which has been listed. 
Turn right into the Rue des Fossés.
The Rue des Fossés (Moat Street) reminds us 
of Virton’s medieval fortifications. Although the 
former moat is now covered by houses, it is still 
possible to trace them thanks to the layout of 
the ramparts and cadastral maps.

Take the alley on the left-hand side and turn left 
into the Rue de la Momette. Take the Passage 
de la Couchale on the right-hand side.
A house is astride this alley with cobblestones.

Walk up this alley and turn right into the Rue 
Albert Ier. This street is also known as Rue de la 
Culotte (Trousers Street) because of the shape 
of its crossroads.

Continue your way straight ahead, slightly 
upwards, into the Rue du Haut de la Vigne.
This place was already known as "in vinea" in 
1380. Wine was grown on the south-facing slopes 
until the 19th century. It is still said that on the day 
of Saint Paul’s conversion (January 25), winds fight 
here to work out the weather of the coming year.

Go down the stairs.
On your left, you will notice two streets. Don’t 
take the first one. This street is the Rue des 
Houplons. "Houplons" was the name given to 
wool carders. They used to comb out wool to 
make it fit for spinning.

Turn left into the second street. Walk along this 
street until the crossroads with a fontain on your 
left. This street is the Rue des Récollets. This 
street refers to the Récollets monks who had built 
a monastery at the place where today’s Musée 
gaumais is.
The Récollets established themselves in Virton 
in 1674.They were granted the right to open a 
college in 1738. Virton was the under Austrian 
domination. On the museum’s tower, the 
"Jacquemart" (the statue of a Récollet monk) 
strikes the hour.
At the end of this very street, you will also 
discover the simple but lovely vault of the 
"Fontaine Marie". The source gushed out from 
the hillside until it was vaulted in 1794.The 
fountain is covered by a simple surbased vault 
protected by a two-sided roof. At the back of 
the fountain, the Musée gaumais placed a 19th 
century Virgin holding the Christ Child.

Walk back along the Rue des Récollets until the 
Rue Albert Ier. Turn left, cross the Rue des Fossés 
and walk towards the town centre along the Rue 
Thill Lorrain.
The open space at the top of the street was the 
Place Saint-Michel in the Middle Ages. The cattle 
market used to be held here.

Turn left into the Rue Basse and afterwards, turn 
right into the Rue des Fossés. Walk along this 
street until the Rue d’Arlon. Cross this street 
towards the Rue de l’Abreuvoir. In the old times, 
cattle were brought through this alley to drink 
from the river Ton.

Musée Gaumais
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Turn right and walk along the Rue des Tanneries.
This area used to belong to tanners who had 
great needs of water (both for cleaning and as 
a driving force).
Cross the Rue du Moulin.
The town mill is set back from the fire station. 
Throughout history, it has served in turn for 
grinding grain, milling fabric, producing 
gunpowder and, recently, for sawing timber. 
It is regularly put to work during the "Journées 
du Patrimoine" (National Heritage Days).

Take the small bridge across the river Ton. Turn 
left into the alley with cobblestones. You can 
easily see the mill’s paddle wheel from here. Go 
up the Rue des Glycines (Wisteria Street).
Nestor Outer, the watercolourist used to live in 
the house at the bottom of this little street.

Walk up the stairs. On the top of the stairs, look 
back…
Go back to the town centre via the Grand-Rue.
The High Street, between "La Porte de France" 
and "La Porte d’Ardenne" (also called "Porte 
d’Arival") is medieval Virton’s backbone. On the 
right-hand side of the street, a rounded stone 
wall reminds us of the site of the "Tour Marchant" 
(nr 6). Somewhat further left stood the "Tour 
Sonneuse" (nr 5). A bit further towards the town 
centre stood the "Porte de France" also known 
as the "Porte d’Arival" (nr 14).

Turn right and walk along the Rue Porte de 
France. This street runs almost parallel with the 
town’s ramparts (former rampart walk). In the 
garden of the house numbered 6 stood the "Tour 
Layon" (nr 7). Some remains of this tower can 
still be seen.

Turn left into the "Rue Basse". Walk straight 
ahead for ten metres and take the narrow alley 
on your right. This short alley, which makes a right 
angle, will lead you to the Grand-Rue. Don’t take 
the Rue de l’Etoile opposite but turn left into 
the Grand-Rue. Walk straight ahead for about 20 
metres and turn right into the Rue Saint-Laurent. 
Saint-Laurent, Virton’s parish patron, gave Virton’s 
main church its name. 

At the very end of this street, behind the garage, 
stood the "Tour Foncin" (nr 4).
Turn right and cross the Place Edmond Fouss 
towards the "église Saint-Laurent".
Virton’s Saint Laurent’s church stands astride the 
city walls and the "Tour Pierron" (nr 3).

Walk past the church across the Place Nestor 
Outer and turn left.
Behind the front of the house numbered 10 stood 
the "Tour Migette" (nr 2).

Turn right into the Rue Docteur Jeanty. This will 
lead you back to the Tourist Office.

The Ton river and the mill
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The valley of Rabais
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In the heart of Gaume, the "Vallée de Rabais" 
holiday village is located in the middle of vast 
forests.

Sports and recreation
The Valley of Rabais is above all famous for its 
lake of 4 hectares (10 acres) where you can hire a 
pedalo. On the lake’s beach, you can sunbathe, 
have a short (or a long) nap and watch your 
children play on the children’s playground. A 
highly varied animation programme is also 
proposed to the "Vallée de Rabais" guests 
during the months of July and August. 

Accommodation
The tourist complex counts more than 150 
chalets, evenly spread out over three sites, and 
a camping site with 250 standing places.

The "Vallée de Rabais" holiday village
The chalets are all built in Provençal style and 
are equipped for 4 to 9 guests according to the 
type. The layout of the village park reduces car 
traffic to a minimum in order to preserve your 
quietness and your children’s security.

Nearby the "Vallée de Rabais" holiday village, 
you will find the "Clos des Horlés" holiday village. 
Among this village’s facilities, there are outdoor 
games for children and sport activities. "Clos 
des Horlès" guests have of course the right to 
make use of the "Vallée de Rabais" facilities. The 
chalets can accommodate 6 to 8 guests. From the 
chalets, you get a bird’s-eye view on the valley 
and the village of Ethe.

The "Colline de Rabais" campsite
The campsite, which is located at the edge of a 
wood, offers room for 250 caravans or tents. The 
toilet block is equipped with all modern facilities. 
A children playground, a volleyball court, a 
launderette, a cafeteria and a swimming pool 
are at your disposal. On the site, you also have 18 
chalets for 6 to 8 guests, each with 3 bedrooms, 
a living room with a TV, a kitchenette and a small 
terrace with garden furniture. 

THE VALLEY OF RABAIS

OURTHE & SOMME
Trou du Renard, 9
B-5377 SOMME-LEUZE
Tel.: +32(0)86 32 21 19
Website: www.ardennen-online.com
E-mail: rabais@ourthe-somme.be 

"Vallée de Rabais"
Rue du Bonlieu - B-6760 VIRTON
Tel.: +32(0)63 57 01 44

"COLLINE DE RABAIS" CAMPSITE
Tel.: +32(0)63 42 21 77
Website: www.collinederabais.be
E-mail: info@collinederabais.be

CLOS DES HORLÈS
Clos des Horlès - B-6760 VIRTON
Tel.: +32(0)63 21 99 61
Website: www.chaletsduclosdeshorles.be
E-mail: info@chaletsduclosdeshorles.be
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Tendre Violette
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Located in the north-western tip of Gaume, 
Florenville is a gateway to the Ardennes. In 
1977, the merger of municipalities merged 
Chassepierre, Florenville, Fontenoille, Lacuisine, 
Muno, Sainte-Cécile and Villers-devant-Orval. 
The municipality counts 5520 inhabitants and 
stretches over 14700 hectares (about 36000 acres) 
including 9000 hectares of forests. The locality of 
Florenville includes almost half of the population 
of the territory. The Semois flows through the 
north of the municipality.

Its main assets are numerous: beauty of the sites 
and landscapes, discreet charm of its villages and 
hamlets, pure air, huge wooded areas abounding 
with game and covered by hundreds of kilometres 
of walking trails, the extraordinary Semois valley, 
warm hospitality of its inhabitants, varied tourist 
facilities very developed and complete hosting 
infrastructures...

A stone’s throw away from the town square 
stands the beautiful neo-Gothic Notre-Dame 
de l’Assomption church (Our Lady of the 
Assumption). From the top of its 50-metre-high 
church tower, the belvedere, you can admire a 
stunningly beautiful panorama. On a clear day, 
the view may stretch to the towers of Montmédy, 
Saint Donat and Saint Martin (Arlon) and even 
as far as the hill of Douaumont (Verdun). This 
panoramic viewpoint is open to the public in July 
and August, and for groups on request at the 
Tourist Office. The church tower also houses the 
biggest and most beautiful set of bells of the 
province of Luxembourg.

At the foot of the cuesta, along the Semois, in 
an extraordinary setting you will find Florenville’s 
tourist complex: its camping site with outdoor 
swimming-pool, tennis courts, a pier for kayaks 
(hiring is possible), a children playground, a large 
park, and angling facilities. In and around this site 
you will discover: Florenville’s old mill, a Louis 
XIV fort (La Poivrière) and the former castle of 
the lords of Florenville (La Coue).

Paysalia
On the border of the Ardennes and the Lorraine 
nestles a hidden gem, accessible to everyone: 
the Gaume region of the Lorraine. Paysalia, the 
"Centre d’Interprétation du Paysage" (Landscape 
Discovery Centre) offers an opportunity to 
discover this amazing countryside, with its 
cuestas and surprising heritage. Four richly 
illustrated themes will take you into the very 
heart of nature. 
The section dedicated to the region’s geology 
explains the earth’s processes that are apparent 

FLORENVILLE

  Bâtisse and Fifine, Florenville’s Giants

The Semois valley
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RAVeL

in the landscape today. Various aspects of the 
forest are presented: its role, its wildlife, its flora, 
etc. You will also learn how to recognise the 
various farming areas as well as the buildings 
and the specific properties of local architecture. 
The resource centre, in addition to the learning 
activities area, is a great addition to your visit for 
both young and old. 

Muno
Muno is a small, charming village at the border 
of the forest of the Ardennes, at the edge of the 
Gaume and close to the French border.
A network of lovely marked walks let the tourists 
explore the Ardennes forest or the quite pastoral 
landscapes of Gaume.

There’s plenty to be discovered and one will fully 
appreciate the wild and enticing nature. Many 
viewpoints show impressive landscapes.
You can wander along Watrinsart’s, Lambermont’s 
and Monty’s crests.
A 7.8km-long path for pedestrians, bicycles and 
horses has been made on the former Bertrix– 
Muno railway which was used as a rail link 
between Belgium and France. It is unusual in 
that no level crossing cuts across the route. As 
a result, it required three tunnels, three viaducts 
(architectural masterpieces) twenty-eight bridges 
and thirty-one aqueducts. The route is essentially 
a straight line, and is a delight for regular RAVeL 
users. 

An ecological path where 30 species of plants 
border the forest can be seen, as well as a 
collection of Stones and Fauna of Muno.
Geology lovers can spend a very happy and 
instructive day in the immediate area around 
Muno. "La Roche à l’Appel" is at the centre of a 

geological park. It forms a very pleasant setting 
with the neighbouring forest. 
At the entrance to the park there is a picnic hut 
with a barbecue (you must book beforehand with 
the tourist office in Muno). 
Two footpaths allow access to the summit where 
the panoramic view of the nearby Ardennes 
forest and the first two cuestas is quite stunning. 
To the north of the forest is the Amerois estate, 
previously the property of the Count of Flanders 
(father of King Albert 1st). Walking around Monty, 
in the distance you will see the castle, which 
today belongs to the Solvay family.

Chameleux
Heading south, on the border, lying a peaceful 
and magical basin covered by forests: Chameleux. 
There passed through the Roman way Reims-
Trèves, on whose sides stood during four 
centuries and sporadic relay point, sort of service 
center for Roman soldiers and travelers. The site 
was scientifically excavated. It is now equipped 
with didactic panels. Possibility of guided tour 
(booking on Tourist office of Florenville).
There is also a welcoming restaurant bar where 
you can taste typical regional meals (local 
specialty: the trout). 

Chassepierre
Located just 4 kilometres from Florenville, the 
lovely little village of Chassepierre recognized as 
"one of the most beautiful villages of Wallonia", 
offers a very interesting architectural complex. 
Chassepierre is certainly named after the Latin 
words "Casa Petrea", which mean "House of 
stone".
The church, built in 1702, stands up in the middle 
of an old cemetery and is topped by a baroque 
tower.

The "La Roche à l’Appel" 



FLORENVILLE TOURIST OFFICE
Esplanade du Panorama,1
B-6820 FLORENVILLE
Tel.: +32(0)61/31 12 29
E-mail: siflorenville@skynet.be
Web: www.florenville.org

MUNO TOURIST OFFICE
Rue de l’Enfer, 1
B-6820 MUNO
Tel.: +32(0)61 31 29 05 or +32(0)471 63 00 32
E-mail: jabertaux@live.be

International Street Arts Festival

The Semois river

"Le trou des fées" (The Fairy Hole), situated 
beneath the church, is a network of underground 
galleries, dug by man in the "cron" (limestone 
rock). 
The road from Florenville to Bouillon dominates 
the village. In this location, you can see one of the 
most beautiful meanders of the Semois as well as 
the first "cuesta", with a particularly steep slope.
Chassepierre is a paradise for artists, situated 
amid the meanders of the slow-flowing Semois. 
Every August the village hosts an International 
Street Arts Festival.

Martué
This tiny farming village with a discreet charm  
owns an extremely rare "cross of justice", witness 
of the emancipation of the locality by the "Loi de 
Beaumont" (Beaumont’s law) in 1327. It’s also a 
protected monument. It has a charming XVIIIth-
century chapel. The old mill and the bridge 
over the Semois form together a picturesque 
ensemble. 

Lacuisine
Lacuisine lies along the national road Florenville-
Neufchâteau, parallel to the Semois. Its old 
orthography "cuisine" evokes the time when the 
counts of Chiny set up their hunting kitchens in 
the village.

Fontenoille
Fontenoille is a peaceful rural village. It takes 
its name from the Latin "Fontanicula" which 
means "Little fountain". On the southern slope, 
a building stone has been extracted since 
centuries. The yellow-colored rock, remarkable 
for its quality, is called "Grès de Fontenoille" 
(Fontenoille sandstone). 

Villers-devant-Orval
Villers-devant-Orval is a typical "gaumais" 
village. It is drained by the Marche, a small 
stream marking the border between Belgium 
and France. Villers already existed during the 
Roman era. A castle was established there in the 
VIth century. An important building in the Middle 
Ages, the castle fell into ruin in the XIXth century. 
In this place stands currently an hotel. Into the 
village, you can admire an old mill, some XVIII 
century farm and also a classified XVIIIth-century 
manor house. 

Conques (Sainte-Cécile)
Nested north of Sainte-Cécile, in the very heart 
of the forest and on Semois banks, the former 
priory of Conques has been converted into a 
four-star hotel.
The land of Conques was given to the Orval 
abbey in 1773. For a long time, there was only 
a barn. The cultivation remained at a low level 
but the forestry activity was intense.  In 1694, the 
monks established a study and rest house and 
built the priory whose the church was blessed 
in 1718. 
The network of walking trails is considerable and 
the fishing sector in the Semois is particularly rich.
 



THE ABBEY OF ORVAL
As soon as 1070, Benedictine monks who came 
either from Calabria or the abbey of Chalade 
(according to the sources), settled near a small 
chapel and started building a monastery with 
the permission of Count Arnould of Chiny. For 
unknown reasons, they left after about 40 years 
and were replaced by regular canons. The latter 
ones built a new church which was consecrated 
in 1124. These canons asked to join the Order of 
Cîteaux and became Cistercians in 1132 thanks 
to the arrival of a colony of monks who had been 
sent by Saint Bernard from the Abbey of Trois-
Fontaines in Champagne.

In the second half of the 12th century, the 
building of a new ribbed vaulted church was 
started. It was finished in the early 13th century. 
The newly built cloister was destroyed by fire in 
1252. It was reconstructed and extended during 
the 14th century, but the abbey was unfortunately 
completely pillaged and destroyed by French 
troops in 1637.
This harsh period of religious wars was made 
even worse by the plague. 

The Cistercians purchased agricultural lands and 
forests so as to be able to live according to the 
rules of their order. 
At the beginning of the 18th century, when 
Charles de Bentzeradt was Orval’s abbot, the 
abbey counted 130 monks, 90 choristers and 40 
lay brothers.
In 1760, the monks started the building, next to 
the old abbey, of a new neoclassical abbey by 
architect Laurent Benoît Dewez. It was occupied 
by monks but it was never completed. In 1793, 
both monasteries, the one built in the 12th 

century and the new one, were destroyed by the 
French revolutionaries.
Rumour had it that Louis XVI had intended to flee 
to Orval and this had enraged the sans-culottes 
when the king was arrested in Varennes. The 
monks first fled to their refuge in Luxembourg 
and afterwards to their Priory of Conques (near 
Herbeumont). On November 7, 1796, the abbey 
was officially closed down. 
In 1797, Orval was sold as property of the nation 
and the ruins were left to decay for more than 
a century. 

Early in the 20th century, under Clémenceau, 
monks in France were threatened with expulsion 
following the Combes-law. The Abbey of the 
Grande Trappe decided to send its Ghent-born 
cellarer, Father Marie-Albert Van der Cruyssen, 
to Belgium in order to find a refuge. In 1926, 
Father Marie-Albert met Baron de Harenne, the 
last owner of the abbey, who decided to donate 
the ruins of Orval and the adjoining land to the 
order of Cîteaux, on the condition that monastic 
life was revived.

The plans of the new abbey were drawn by 
architect Henri Vaes and, in 1927, the small Saint 
Bernard’s chapel was finished. The first monks 
who restored Cistercian life in Orval were French 
monks who had come from a foundation in Brazil. 
As this foundation was under the control of the 
Abbey of Sept-Fons, ruled by Dom Chautard, 
the latter became the Superior of Orval’s new 
community.
The building of the new noviciate was undertaken 
in 1928, the church tower was finished in 1931 
and the basilica was completed in 1936. In 1948, 
all of the buildings were finished and the church 
was solemnly consecrated on September 8 by 
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Ruins of the Abbey of Orval



His Lordship Micara.
Today’s community is composed of about 20 
monks including novices and professed.
The renown of the new abbey but also of its 
ancient ruins has grown steadily. Orval draws 
tens of thousands of visitors each year.
As soon as you enter the abbey, you are struck 
by the beauty of the view on the guest quarters 
while, further up on the gable of the basilica, 
the statue of Our Lady of Orval with the Christ 
Child catches the visitor’s eyes. This 17-metre-
high statue weighs 22 metric tons. Although the 
new abbey cannot be visited, the services, which 
are sung in French, are accessible to everyone 
who wishes to join the monk’s prayers (hours on 
http://www.orval.be/en/16/Liturgy). 
The site gives a feeling of majesty and peace 
strengthened by the warmth of the yellow stones, 
the natural setting and the quiet beauty of the 
ruins. 

Abraham Places of Work
The only surviving building of the old Abbey has 
been superbly restored and you can discover: 
the secrets of brewing of Orval beer; a tactile 
model of the monastery for people with impaired 
vision; an interactive exploration that will delight 
children; the work of the monk painter Brother 
Abraham Gilson. 

Audio-visual slide show
It presents in 20 minutes a short history of Orval 
and an overview of monastery life.

Abbey products for sale
Orval cheese and beer are for sale at the abbey 
shop, but mustn’t be consumed on the premises. 

You will also find postcards, souvenirs from Orval 
as well as a limited choice of religious CDs, books 
and objects. 
If you wish to consume Orval beer and cheese, 
you ought to stop by the brasserie A l’Ange 
Gardien where you can exclusively taste draught 
Orval beer.

ABBAYE NOTRE-DAME D’ORVAL
B-6823 VILLERS-DEVANT-ORVAL
Tel.: +32(0)61 31 10 60
Internet : www.orval.be
E-mail: ruines@orval.be

Opening hours
Winter (Nov-Feb): 10.30 a.m. – 5.30 p.m.
Mid-season (March-May, October): 9.30 a.m. 
– 6.00 p.m.
Summer (June-Sept): 9.30 a.m. – 6.30 p.m.
Outside the periods when guided visits are 
organized, it is possible to arrange a guided 
visit on request for groups of 20 or more, 
on condition that the request is made in 
advance and that a guide is available at the 
requested date. (Telephone requests must 
be confirmed in writing). 
For guided visits or any information 
regarding visits, please contact the Brother 
in charge of the visits. 
A visit consists of a slide show (20 min.), the 
visit of the ruins of the medieval abbey, the 
exhibition, the pharmacy museum and the 
medicinal garden.
A 40-minute guided visit of the ruins is 
organized during the months of June, July, 
August and September.
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The castle of Orval
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The "du Faing" castle
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CHINY
The Chiny County was founded during the 
second half of the 10th century. Its history 
spreads over four centuries between two 
dynasties of eight Counts each. Their capitals 
were respectively Chiny and Montmédy. They 
lasted for 384 years and ended in 1364 with the 
integration to the Duchy of Luxembourg. The 
Chiny County included 246 towns, 57 castles 
and 1,412 villages. The medieval castle of Chiny 
raised on a rocky spur in the north of the city, 
surrounded with a meander of the Semois called 
"La Noue". In addition to its own buildings, the 
castle included a chapel, a mill and a bridge 
which were demolished by the war in the 17th 
century.
Chiny and the close "Hat" forest offer breathtaking 
landscapes and viewpoints over the Semois river. 
The Cambier mill is a starting point for walks 
towards the "Rocher du Hat" and the "Roche à 
l’Ecureuil". 

Jamoigne
The village takes advantage of both the Semois 
and Vierre rivers crossing its territory. Two 
buildings attract the visitor’s attention: the church 
and the "du Faing" castle. The castle belongs to 
the municipality and houses the town hall. From 
the church of Roman style, surrounded with his old 
cemetery, the tourist discovers a vast panorama 
on the valley of Semois. It is in Jamoigne that 
lives Jean-Claude Servais, comic strips artist. The 
landscapes of Gaume widely inspires his work. 

Suxy
This typically Ardennes village, was in the Middle 
Ages a famous place for pilgrimage. The dam of 

the Vierre was built in 1964. The lake so created 
constitutes the destination of a wonderful walk.

Pin
A village-street on the road Florenville-Arlon. From 
there you can reach the famous Abbey of Orval by 
an attractive sinuous road.

Moyen
Charming and peaceful village, bathed by the 
Semois, paradise for fishermen. Close to "Pont 
de Fer" where you can find amazing recreational 
facilities (barbecue, playground) completely 
renovated in 2016.

Les Bulles
Bûles (french word for "burn") would find his origin 
in the big fires marking the end of the pleasures of 
the carnival. The Vierre casts itself into the Semois, 
at the foot of the hill dominated by the church of 
Jamoigne.

CHINY TOURIST OFFICE
Rue du Millénaire 6 - B-6810 Chiny
Tel.: +32(0)61/31 54 04
E-mail: chiny-si@skynet.be
Web: www.chiny-tourisme.be

JAMOIGNE TOURIST OFFICE
Rue du Faing 10c - B-6810 Jamoigne
Tel.: +32(0)61/32 02 72
E-mail: info@si-jamoigne.be
Web: www.si-jamoigne.be

"Chiny au Jardin"
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The "Gros Cron"
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TINTIGNY
Many rivers flow through today’s municipality of 
Tintigny: the Semois, the Rulles, the Chevratte, 
etc. This abundance of water may be the reason 
why the area has been occupied from time 
immemorial as two Hallstattian burial grounds 
and a Celtic refuge from the La Tène period 
demonstrate.

The Church
Tintigny’s church was built by local Jesuits in 
the early 17th century on the spot where a great 
number of religious buildings had been built 
and destroyed throughout history. For some 
historians, the church may even have been built 
on the site of an ancient Roman temple. Inside 
the church one may admire five magnificent 
baroque altars, wooden polychrome statues, a 
pulpit and a most interesting keystone.

"Le Gros Cron"
The valley of the Chevratte is a heavenly site 
for a walk through our country’s most beautiful 
forest of tall trees. Here you will discover "Le 
Gros Cron" (the big tuff rock). This 20-meters-
high rocky mass is composed of several layers 
of tuff ("cron" or "craon" in local dialect). This 
stone which is both hard and light was used by 
the Romans for their funerary monuments. It was 
later used for chimneys, window frames and door 
frames. This can still be seen in the village of 
Lahage. Pig slaughterers used this stone as a 
scraper in order to clean and bleach pig skins 
after having burnt them under a straw fire.
The site of "La Crânière" near Lahage was listed 

in 1974. The Lahage tuff, which is partly fossilized 
and partly active, is of the highest biological 
interest as a shelter for the very rare Sesleria 
(Blue Moor-grass).

Rossignol
Many have wondered who really were the French 
soldiers who fell under enemy fire on 22nd 
August 1914 in the woods of Rossignol. One of 
them, Ernest Psichari, a young lieutenant of the 
2nd Colonial Artillery Regiment, was born on 27th 
September 1883 in Paris.
His father was of Greek descent and his mother 
belonged to the Renan family. Ernest Psichari 
was in fact the grandson of Ernest Renan, the 
famous French writer.

Chopin and Lorette, Tintigny’s Giants
Those two Giants, as suggested by their names, 
like to party and have fun. They attend a few 
events in Belgium and sometimes out of the 
country.

TINTIGNY TOURIST OFFICE
Rue Camille Joset 1 - B-6730 Rossignol
Tel: +32(0)472/45 36 83 
www.tintigny.be
E-mail: tourisme.si.tintigny@gmail.com

The Gaume Jazz Festival
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The "Crassier"
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Musson is famous as the place of a scout 
jamboree. Guy de Larigaudie wrote many books 
(notably for the youth). He was an example for 
young people, by his bravery, by his force of will 
to overcome the obstacles, by his daring to tackle 
the problems of life. But he died there on May 
11th 1940 at the age of 33, and a stele recalls this 
extraordinary person. The destiny of Musson is 
connected to Baranzy, which was almost totally 
destroyed by fire in 1914. The military cemetery 
contains remnants of a thousand of Germans and 
French soldiers killed during the battles. Destiny 
has also connected the village to Halanzy: they 
had the same agricultural past which turned to 
the iron and steel industry thanks to ore found in 
the ground (minette), especially at the "Crassier", 
now a wildlife reserve. And they lived the same 
tragedy after the steel mills closed down in 1963 
in Musson and in 1978 in Halanzy. 

"La Cussignère" wildlife reserve
The 35 hectares of this marshy natural reserve, 
which was among the first ones to belong to the  
Belgian Nature Reserves and Bird Sanctuaries, 
stretch over France and Belgium. This reserve 
is particularly important as one of the very 
rare nesting sites of Montagu’s harrier (Circus 
pygargus) in Belgium. This elegant bird of prey, 
which unfortunately has vanished from Wallonia, 
manages to survive in Gaume and in the French 
Lorraine.

Belonging to the municipality of Musson, Mussy-
la-Ville can boast about being the native village of 
Etienne Lenoir (1822-1900), who, after two Italian 
engineers, developed in France the functioning 
spark-ignition engine with coal gas. The memorial 
dedicated to him, made by Fernand Tomasi, 
shouldn’t be missed out.

Go and see: 
-the Etienne Lenoir memorial, cut by Fernand 
Tomasi, behind the church.
-Etienne Lenoir’s native house, rue Late 104.
-the model of the first motor car which travelled 
between Paris and Joinville-le-Pont.
-the Etienne Lenoir Museum, place Abbé 
Alexandre, rue du Moulin, 2, 6750 Mussy-la-Ville. 
+32(0)63 67 77 14.
Visits are possible on request.

MUSSON MUSSY-LA-VILLE

MUSSON TOURIST OFFICE
Place Abbé Goffinet - B-6750 Musson
Tel. : +32(0)63 67 89 45
www.syndicatdinitiativedemusson.be

MUSSY-LA-VILLE 
TOURIST OFFICE
Rue du Moulin, 2 - B-6750 Mussy-la-Ville
Tel. : +32(0)63 67 77 14

Montagu’s harrier Musson The "Cussignère"

Etienne Lenoir museum
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Blue Flag ecolabel

The lake of Conchibois
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Saint-Léger, "the industrial one", one would be 
tempted to say. The Ton river which flows across 
the village fed the imagination of enterprising 
characters: there was a succession of industries 
such as foundry, paper mills, brewery, chicory 
mills, brickworks all along the small river. Vestiges 
remain here and there: the Clément mill, the 
ancient Vériter brewery, Peace factories testify to 
the industrial past of Saint-Léger. 

Châtillon heated the Gaume for decades: the 
foundries produced hundreds of furnaces with 
columns and cast-iron hearth plates. You can 
see some beautiful specimens of these plates at 
the Musée Gaumais. A walk of about 8 km in the 
village will make you discover the steel rich past of 
the village (didactic panels along the way).
Another walk of 3 km is devoted to water-spring 
and water in general.

In Meix-le-Tige, a forester had the good idea to 
develop a category of oak trees impressive by 
their size. The "Chaussée des Géants" can be 
discovered when walking along a forest path full 
of charm.

"Notre-Dame de Wachet"
The Notre-Dame de Wachet hermitage situated 
in a pleasant forest setting was first mentioned 
in 1559. The chapel was built before 1678. Many 
hermits lived here until the Holy Roman emperor 
Joseph II prohibited all hermitages in 1783. The 
chapel was renovated in 1838. A first Way of the 

Cross was consecrated in 1842. It was replaced 
around 1900 by fourteen Stations of the Cross 
in dressed stones. This magnificent Way of the 
Cross is now listed. On August 15th, for the annual 
procession, an open-air altar is erected close to 
the chapel.

The lake of Conchibois
In this lake you can swim in good quality water, 
supervised by a lifeguard, and enjoy activites. This 
lake is also the starting point for walks marked 
out to enjoy with the family while discovering 
the richness of the area (particularly the honey 
educational trail).

Saint-Léger, the honey village
This village has many beekeepers and even an 
apiary school which can be visited through the 
didactic path. Measures are taken to preserve a 
pesticide-free environment for bees. Each year in 
September, the "Fête du Miel" takes place at the 
sports complex and draws lots of people.

SAINT-LÉGER

SAINT-LÉGER TOURIST OFFICE
Rue du Stade 1, B-6747 Saint-Léger
Tel: +32(0)471/66 96 18
www.sisaintleger.be

E-bike rentals
4 e-bikes can ben rented at the tourist office

 E-bike Wachet
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Located at a privileged site between France and 
the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, an hour’s drive 
away from Germany and the Netherlands, Etalle 
reminds us of its ancient history as a crossroads. 
The Roman legions, which travelled along the 
Roman road linking Reims with Trier, called it 
"Stabulum" i.e. post house-cum-stable.

Etalle lies in the mild region of Gaume, the relief of 
which dates back to the Jurassic period. Climate 
and the surroundings have provided through the 
ages a favourable shelter to Etalle’s inhabitants 
who have always had great quantities of first-
rate water at their disposal. Historical traces give 
evidence that ancient inhabitants were indeed 
highly favoured: slopes facing due south, a rich 
soil, a wide range of natural resources.

In the marsh of the river Semois, which is now 
listed, researchers have discovered fossilized 
plantain pollens and fern spores. Neolithic 

flint splinters have also been brought to light. 
The Romans have left burial sites, remains of 
masonry-work, tiles, pieces of pottery and coins. 
The marshes were crossed by a network of paths 
and fords. Until the 19th century the inhabitants 
extracted peat, the poor man’s coal, and mowed 
additional forage for their cattle in the winter 
months.

The municipality of Etalle keeps many more 
traces of its past: fortified shelters dating back 
to the Iron Age, more particularly "la Tranchée 
des Portes" (the Trench of the Gates, a Celtic 
stronghold), "le Châtelet" (the small castle). 
The most famous promontory shelter of Etalle is 
without any doubt Montauban where a sculpture 
of a "Vallus" (Treveri reaping machine" was 
discovered in 1958. 
The Carolingian folktales of the 4 Aymon Sons 
and Renaud’s legendary horse Bayard are closely 
bound to Etalle’s forest. Renaud found refuge 

ETALLE 
THE LAND OF SOURCES AND THE 4 AYMON SONS

 Etalle The "Ilé"
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against Charlemagne’s assault in the castle 
of Montauban. "Le Pas Bayard" (the trace of 
Bayard’s hoof in a rock) reminds us of Bayard’s 
extraordinary jump over the valley. There’s also 
"le Trou des Fées" (the Fairy Cave) and of course 
"Château Renaud".

Between the 16th and 19th centuries, the 
abundant supply of water provided ironworks, 
mills and oil mills with considerable reserves of 
driving forces.

The wildlife reserves scattered around the 
municipality of Etalle: the Abattis (Sainte-Marie), 
the marsh of Vance, the marsh of Chantemelle 
are not only of the highest interest for botanists, 
ornithologists, entomologists and many other 
scientists but are also a paradise for the nature-
loving layman. Moreover, almost half of Etalle’s 
area is covered by 3000 hectares of oak and 
beech forests.

The "Ilé" Pond is a site with a rich fauna and flora 
(numerous species of birds, insects, dragonflies,  
beavers, fish spawning grounds, irises...). Two 
cabins let you observe them and a didactic 
walking path lets you discover thoses riches.

The marriage of history and nature in Etalle 
makes it indeed a most interesting natural holiday 
resort for those who are fond of discovering 
archaeological landmarks while wandering 
through forests and plains.

Since 2007, the Centre of Contemporary Art 
of Belgian Luxembourg, located on the site of 
Buzenol, has staged temporary monumental 
and environmental artistic works dedicated to 
archaeology, heritage and nature.

ETALLE TOURIST OFFICE
Rue du Moulin 20, B-6740 Etalle
Tel : +32(0)63/45 67 87
www.sietalle.be

At the heart of the Gaume
VALVERT, homegrown water
At the heart of the forest of Etalle, in Gaume, rises 
the natural mineral water VALVERT. 
The site, a forest of 3500 hectares, consists of 
90% broad-leaved trees acting as a natural shield 
pollution. The ground continuously filters the 
water naturally. A hidden treasure that is the pride 
of VALVERT and is carefully preserved.
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Several forges were created in and around Meix 
during the 16th century. The area was particularly 
suited: minerals, wood, streams, nothing was 
lacking. Four forges were built at Berchiwez, the 
first one in 1519.

The forges at La Soye date from 1538. These 
factories came to have an important influence 
and provided a lot of work. In 1811, the forge 
at Berchiwez was considered the best in France, 
and a few decades later, the French army used 
cannonballs made at La Soye in Crimean War. 
However, the furnaces went out towards 1860.
The region suffered great hardship in the 17th 
century. In 1636, the Croatians – mercenaries 
of Ferdinand III – came to «defend» our region 
against the troops of Louis XIII, king of France. 
In fact, Sommethonne and Gérouville belonged 
to France from 1659 to 1769.

The Croatians set up camp in Meix with looting, 
requisitioning, physical abuse and rape as a 
result. One unfortunate victim fled panic-stricken 
to the cemetery and shot the Croatian captain. 
The invaders then burnt down 127 of the 129 
houses. Part of the population took refuge in 
the church. The Croatians put fire to it and these 
unfortunate people were burnt alive. After that, 
the plague decimated the population. This 
tragedy was long spoken of for miles around. 
Every year, on June 11, a special service is held 
in the church at Meix to commemorate these 
tragic events.

Fortunately, times improved and the inhabitants 
devoted themselves to producing iron, wood 
and farm produce. The growing of potatoes, 
recommended in 1785 by the Austrian governor, 
was developed, and the forests gave work 
to generations of pit sawyers, timber cutters, 
charcoal burners, cartwrights, foresters and 
carpenters. Today, tertiary industries provide 
most of the jobs and the region opens up more 
and more to tourism. A village like Robelmont 
has seen its population grow remarkably thanks 
to its pleasant situation.

Sommethonne
Sommethonne was probably occupied in 
prehistoric times. The fact that the Romans 
exploited the region can still be deduced from 
the drains that cross the area. Two of these 
meet at la Croix Jean de Paris. Remains of 
Roman habitation can be found at Gérouville, 
Villers-la-Loue, Sommethonne and particularly 
at Robelmont, where a formerly magnificent 
villa had been excavated in a remarkable state 
of conservation (hypocaust, murals…) before 
being buried again.
During the eventful centuries that followed, the 
region remained inhabited as the Merovingian 
tombs discovered at Robelmont, Sommethonne 
and Villers-la-Loue attest.
The Abbey of Orval was built in the middle of the 
Middle Ages. In order to spare themselves certain 
farming expenses and to be able to collect tithes 
and taxes, the monks decided in 1258 to found a 

MEIX-DEVANT-VIRTON

Gérouville
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village at the place named Gérousart. By giving 
certain advantages, they hoped to regroup the 
inhabitants that were spread out on small farms 
in the neighbourhood.

The origins of Gérouville
The village was founded in 1258. The earl of 
Looz and Chiny and his wife agreed with the 
Abbey of Orval to build a free city under the 
law of Beaumont. They wanted to establish a 
village on their estate at the places known as 
"Gérousart" and "Morts Hommes". The village 
knew a steady growth: building of a mill and an 
oven, digging of a pond…
Excavations in the 16th century showed that the 
site of Gérouville had probably been inhabited 
during Gallo-Roman times.
Today we can still notice that the village has 
streets in a grid pattern. Gérouville is one of the 

very few places in Belgium where this deliberately 
drawn layout can be observed.
Sights: the church and the lime tree.

More than 700 years old!
What’s that strange mushroom in the middle of 
Gérouville? It is said that when the village was 
founded in 1258, four elms were planted at the 
corners of the village market. The last one, taken 
for a lime (hence "Place du Tilleul", Lime Square), 
was broken off during a storm in 1877.
Its trunk was bought by the Lambiotte family, 
hollowed out, transformed into a refreshment 
stall, exposed at the International Exhibitions 
in Brussels and in Antwerp, and finally placed 
back in Gérouville. Its dimensions will stun you. 
Circumference: 7,50m (25 ft); inner diameter: 
1,50m (5 ft); height: 4,50m (15 ft). It has been 
renoved and consolidated in 2016.

  Robelmont   Sommethonne

The Lime tree in Gérouville



Harnoncourt
If Saint Martin is the parish patron, Saint Roch is 
the saint patron of the village. Legend has it that 
Saint Roch caught the black plague while passing 
through Harnoncourt during an epidemic. He 
washed himself in a fountain, was cured and gave 
miraculous powers to the water from the source 
which now bears his name. This popular belief 
is very strong, particularly because Harnoncourt 
has ever since been spared from the Black Death. 
The present fountain, the third one built on this 
site, was carved by Fernand Tomasi.

Rouvroy
The church at Rouvroy deserves our attention. 
It was rebuilt in 1833 around the tower of the 
original church. Its baroque spire is the most 
elegant one in Gaume. A sculpture of Saint Martin 
on horseback, dating from 1709, surmounts the 
portal.
In the porch, there is a 12th-century font. 

At the entrance of the church, on the left, we 
note the tombstone of Louis Mathieu de la 
Fontaine. This earl of Harnoncourt, general in 
the cavalry of the Austrian army, was commander 
of Austrian Poland and vice-consul in Vienna. He 
died in 1816.  

Montquintin, where Febronius’s ghost 
roams
Montquintin is one of Gaume’s "summits", 
not only because of its height and topography 
but also because of its history and the "je ne 
sais quoi" that is felt when you climb up the 
hill. Because you don’t "go" to Montquintin, 
you have to "climb" there to enjoy one of the 
most beautiful panoramas in Gaume, to visit 
its charming Country Life Museum installed in 
an 18th-century farm, to enter the little church 
without a bell tower (for fear of lightning…) and 
to contemplate the castle ruins and evoke the 
memory of Mgr Jean-Nicolas de Hontheim, 
suffragan bishop of Trier, who was a great 18th-
century churchman. Condemned by the church 
after the blacklisting of his works on "The 
situation of the Church and the Power of the 
Pope", written under the pen name of Febronius, 
he withdrew to the castle of Montquintin where 
he died in 1790 at the age of 89.

This castle was destroyed four times by the 
French armies, ravaged twice by fire and was in 
a dire state in the 1980s. In 1995 it was bought 
by a private individual and the municipality of 
Rouvroy who both decided to start progressive 
restoration.
 

ROUVROY
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Lamorteau The castle in Montquintin

View point Montquintin



The Lorraine village of Torgny
The villages in the lower Ton valley, Dampicourt, 
Harnoncourt, Rouvroy and Lamorteau, have a 
Lorraine character with their old, low houses 
with tiled roofs.
But Torgny is, as far as the houses are concerned, 
the most typical of all the villages in the Chiers 
valley. In point of fact, it almost forms an enclave 
in the Department of Meuse (France).

Torgny is the southernmost village of the 
country, it also has the warmest climate thanks 
to the protection given by the wooded ridge "la 
Montagne" and its marly soil.

It is not surprising that Torgny has a fauna and a 
flora with specimens unique for Belgium: eight 
different orchids, pasque-flowers (Anemone 
pulsatilla), the very rare garden candytuft (Iberis 
amara), butterflies, the small cicada (Cicadetta 
montana) and the praying mantis. The latter two 
have only been seen on rare occasions.
An area of 5 hectares has been handed over 
the "Ardenne et Gaume" association by the 
municipality of Torgny for the creation of a 
wildlife reserve, mainly on the site of the old 
quarries. These former rugged plots of land offer 
plants and insects a unique shelter.

In 1951, "Ardenne et Gaume" created a wineyard 
with 2000 Fendant vines on land given by Mrs 
Joséphine Wathy ("La Zolette"). Auxerrois, Muller 
Turgeau, Pinot noir and Pinot gris have gradually 

been added. At the moment, the vineyards cover 
2 hectares of land.

Today, a group of volunteers, Ecoculture, cultivate 
the vines at "Le Poirier du Loup", a community 
property of 1.6 ha, and produce between 6 and 
7,000 bottles of wine a year. In 2012 they received 
the Certisys certificate for organic farming.
There are two other vineyards in Torgny: "Clos de 
l’Epinette" and "Clos de la Fouchère".

Torgny is situated off the beaten track in a cul-de-
sac of the Belgian territory. You can get there by 
the "low road" running parallel with the Chiers 
and you can come back by the "high road" after 
a detour to the vineyards, the hermitage and the 
nature reserve. In the gap of the Chiers valley, 
you can distinguish the double bell tower of 
Montmédy-haut and the ramparts of the citadel 
in the distance. These also deserve a visit.

TORGNY TOURIST OFFICE
Place Albert Paul 6 – B-6767 Torgny
Tel.: +32(0)63/57 83 81
www.torgny.be
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The whims of treaties and princes have separated 
Avioth from Gaume, although both used to belong 
to the Counts of Chiny. Moreover, Avioth had been 
founded and developed under the rule of Chiny. 
The newly created township was mentioned by 
Louis de Chiny in his charter of 1223. Avioth grew 
for many reasons: the discovery of a miraculous 
statue of Our Lady, the granting of a charter and 
the township’s favourable geographical situation 
near the confluence of the Thonne and the Ton 
with the Chiers and just a few miles away from 
the Semois.

Most of Avioth’s territory belonged to the Earldom 
of Chiny; among the other owners we note a 
certain Malin from Virton. The fact that Orval 
was situated in Avioth’s vicinity certainly favoured 
agricultural development and the building of the 
basilica.

The presence of such an important monument 
in such a small village has of course astonished 
many a visitor and given birth to hypotheses both 
varied and fantastic. Legend has it that a local 
squire was tormented by his wife who wanted to 
have a church built. He sold his soul to the devil 
if, in return, the latter would construct the edifice 
during the night. But the good man was tossing 
and turning in bed, unable to sleep and so his wife 
questioned him and found out what was going on. 
She got up and saw that the church was getting 
built. As it was nearly finished, she ran to the hen 
house and made the cock crow. The devil was 
about to lay the last stone… 
Her husband was saved and the church was 
built. The stone that the devil was about to lay 
is still missing, or so it’s said (according to Jean 
d’Ardenne).
Obviously, we don’t believe in the story about the 
devil and we note that the basilica of Avioth was 
built over several decades, if not centuries, and 
that it has undergone successive transformations. 
The various additions made over the years may 
disconcert but without disturbing the consistency 
of the edifice. 

AVIOTH
Viewpoint over Avioth

The legend of Orval, of Avioth, of the Bayard cliff 
or anything else that seems unusual is always 
explained by some prodigious fact. Such is 
mythology. But here, the facts seem even easier to 
explain as troubled times coupled with ignorance 
had caused all relevant documents to disappear 
by the 17th century. Avioth’s statuette shows 
traces of Byzantine art and the legend (once more) 
claims that it was carved by angels. In those days 
of profound faith, this miraculous Virgin attracted 
a great number of pilgrims. Their alms were 
deposited in the "Recevresse" and were used to 
finance this architectural masterpiece.
This architectural wonder which probably dates 
back to the 15th century was at first used as a 
public court before it became, as its names 
suggests, a place where pilgrims’ alms were 
received. 
Who was the builder of Avioth? This remains a 
mystery that will undoubtedly never be solved.
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The history of Montmédy, just like Avioth’s, was 
for a long time bound with that of Virton. The 
inhabitants like to remember that the town had 
belonged to the Earldom of Chiny from 941 
to 1364. Thereafter, the Earldom was sold to 
Wenceslas I of Bohemia, duke of Luxembourg. It 
then came under Burgundian, Austrian, Spanish, 
and French domination.

In 1657, the garrison surrendered to the king of 
France after a two-month siege during which the 
governor Jean d’Allamont lost his life. Montmédy 
counted 756 soldiers and the French 25 to 30,000 
men. The 19-year-old king Louis XIV, who had 
been crowned three years earlier, attended the 
end of the siege in the company of cardinal 
Mazarin and a large suite. 

In the treaty of the Pyrenees (1659), Montmédy 
became part of France. The same happened to 
Marville, Damvillers, Ivoix (Carignan), Chauvency-
le-Château, while Virton continued to be part of 
the Earldom of Chiny.

The building of the fortifications at Montmédy-
haut started in 1545, under the reign of Charles 
V. The defensive bastion was initially directed 
against France, but Vauban redesigned 

the ramparts and gave them their present 
appearance. He had actually participated in the 
siege of 1657.

This fortification, one of the most important 
ones in the north-east of France, has been 
perfectly preserved. The town of Montmédy and 
the Tourist Office have fully realized its tourist 
potential. The ramparts had been overgrown 
with vegetation for ages but have now been 
cleared, and today’s visitors who arrive via the 
Chiers valley will be stunned by the impressive 
mass of Vauban’s fortification. In the distance, 
you can easily see the twin-towers of the church. 
This sturdy edifice, dating from the middle of the 
18th century, is really in harmony with the citadel. 

An arrowed route, completed with recorded 
comments and starting at the old guardhouse 
(the present Tourist Office), takes the visitors 
across the ramparts, trenches and through 
underground tunnels.

The fact that this fortress was so close to the 
Gaume was often a threat for our region. Several 
times in the past our people suffered raids by 
French troops, bringing cruelty and destruction 
(Montquintin, Latour, Orval, Virton, etc.).

MONTMÉDY

 Quincy-Landzécourt

Montmédy’s Citadel

Montmédy
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Montmédy’s history is obviously very old. The 
Romans gave the town its name of Mediacum 
which later became Maidy (Mâdy). Preceded by 
"Mont", this finally became Montmédy. 

Let us not forget that we are sentimentally linked 
with Montmédy. We share a same history and 
our best known legendary figure, Djean d’Mâdy, 
bears its name.

Fortification Museum
The Meuse area in the heart of western Europe 
was regularly invaded throughout history, and for 
a long time it was the border between strong 
centralized states. More than 200 sites and 
fortified buildings are to be found in the area, 
this being due to its strategic place. That’s why 
all defensive solutions imagined in the past 3000 
years have been tried out here.

The purpose of this museum is to show our 
architectural heritage, its interest and to explain 
the evolution of military architecture from its 
origins to the late 18th century. Many illustrations, 
models, historical documents, audio-visual 
explanations show the progress of armament 
and the consequences of this progress on the 
improvement of protection.

Located in the wonderful citadel of Montmédy, 
this museum is definitely original and new in its 
design. It is indeed both interesting and pleasant.

Jules Bastien-Lepage Museum
He was born on November 1, 1848 in Damvillers. 
He went to the Beaux-Arts and then went to work 
with Cabanel, idolized painter of the Second 
Empire.
He proved himself to be a painter of country life: 
he liked working near the peasants, following 
them through their daily activities.
He died too early, in 1884, at the age of 36.
The Jules Bastien-Lepage Museum will take 
the visitor through the artist’s life and work as a 
landscape and portrait painter.

MONTMÉDY TOURIST OFFICE
(Avioth, Montmédy, Marville)

Ville Haute - F-55600 Montmédy
Tel: +33(0)329 80 15 90
@: tourisme.otpaysdemontmedy@gmail.com
Web: www.tourisme-montmedy.fr

 Louppy-sur-Loison Bazeilles-sur-Othain

Ecouviez
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Musée Gaumais

The history of Montmédy, just like Avioth’s, was 
for a long time bound with that of Virton. The 
inhabitants like to remember that the town had 
belonged to the Earldom of Chiny from 941 
to 1364. Thereafter, the Earldom was sold to 
Wenceslas I of Bohemia, duke of Luxembourg. It 
then came under Burgundian, Austrian, Spanish, 
and French domination.

In 1657, the garrison surrendered to the king of 
France after a two-month siege during which the 
governor Jean d’Allamont lost his life. Montmédy 
counted 756 soldiers and the French 25 to 30,000 
men. The 19-year-old king Louis XIV, who had 
been crowned three years earlier, attended the 
end of the siege in the company of cardinal 
Mazarin and a large suite. 

In the treaty of the Pyrenees (1659), Montmédy 
became part of France. The same happened to 
Marville, Damvillers, Ivoix (Carignan), Chauvency-
le-Château, while Virton continued to be part of 
the Earldom of Chiny.

The building of the fortifications at Montmédy-
haut started in 1545, under the reign of Charles 
V. The defensive bastion was initially directed 
against France, but Vauban redesigned 
the ramparts and gave them their present 
appearance. He had actually participated in the 
siege of 1657.

This fortification, one of the most important 
ones in the north-east of France, has been 

perfectly preserved. The town of Montmédy and 
the Tourist Office have fully realized its tourist 
potential. The ramparts had been overgrown 
with vegetation for ages but have now been 
cleared, and today’s visitors who arrive via the 
Chiers valley will be stunned by the impressive 
mass of Vauban’s fortification. In the distance, 
you can easily see the twin-towers of the church. 
This sturdy edifice, dating from the middle of the 
18th century, is really in harmony with the citadel. 

An arrowed route, completed with recorded 
comments and starting at the old guardhouse 
(the present Tourist Office), takes the visitors 
across the ramparts, trenches and through 
underground tunnels.

The fact that this fortress was so close to the 
Gaume was often a threat for our region. Several 
times in the past our people suffered raids by 
French troops, bringing cruelty and destruction 
(Montquintin, Latour, Orval, Virton, etc.).

Montmédy’s history is obviously very old. The 
Romans gave the town its name of Mediacum 
which later became Maidy (Mâdy). Preceded by 
"Mont", this finally became Montmédy. 

Let us not forget that we are sentimentally linked 
with Montmédy. We share a same history and 
our best known legendary figure, Djean d’Mâdy, 
bears its name.
Before arriving at Marville, you’ll see, on your 
right-hand side, the former NATO base which 

MARVILLE

Saint Hilaire cemetery



was closed down in 1967. The Canadian totem-
pole in Virton near the Tourist Office reminds 
us that many military families spent 12 years in 
the neighbourhood (1st WING, RCAF from 1954 
to 1967).
This real Totem-Pole was offered by the Canadians 
out of gratitude for the warm hospitality of the 
locals.
In the 16th century and until 1661, Marville 
was a prosperous town. During its so-called 
"Spanish-Lorraine age", the town grew rich and 
many beautiful houses were built either by the 
aristocrats, burghers or merchants. Let’s bear 
in mind that Marville belonged to the Spanish 
Netherlands at that time. The town which 
counted 3000 inhabitants was also a Spanish 
garrison town. These troops brought their own 
way of life as well as their architecture.

Saint Nicholas church
The Gothic Saint Nicholas church is Marville’s 
parish church. It was built in the 13th century and 
replaced the former Saint Hilaire’s church which 
had become too small and too distant from the 
village. Both the main portal and the gigantic 
rose window date back to the 15th century. 
The Baroque church tower was rebuilt in the 18th 
century after a fire.

The village 
Marville is surrounded by a fortified wall. Don’t 
fail to see these places: 
- A small, picturesque street leads to the 
"Poterne" (postern). It’s an opening in the wall 
from which the panorama on the fields is really 
nice.
- Place Saint Benoît.
- Grand-Place: remarkable fronts, especially the 
17th century Liesenfeld House.
- Rue du Basles: the 16th century Guillaume 
House. Look at the balcony and the balustrade 
to discover the legend of the 4 Aymon Sons 
(the capture of Bayard, Renaud’s arrival at the 

cathedral of Cologne) and mythological scenes 
(Thisbe’s death, Diana, Acteon being eaten by his 
dogs, the statues of David and Goliath). Down 
the street stands the house where the German 
Kaiser lived in 1914.
- Rue du Tripot: once a street with many taverns 
and pubs.
- Rue des Prêtres: remarkable fronts.  

Saint Hilaire cemetery
The Romanesque Saint Hilaire chapel (usually 
closed) dates back to the 12th century. Very 
interesting 14th-century gravestones can be 
seen. If you can, do visit the cemetery on a sunny 
afternoon. The vegetation, the arrangement 
of the tombs and the sunshine will cast you 
in a timeless world. You’ll see humble graves, 
wooden and glass crosses as well as remarkably 
sculpted stones.

Don’t miss the Ossuary located in an eastern 
corner of the cemetery. Behind a colonnade, 
you’ll suddenly discover the frightful sight of 
40,000 piled skulls. According to researches, 
the bones would date from the 15th to the 19th 
century. In 1890, the cemetery keeper Constant 

Motsch restored the Ossuary and put some order 
in the different bones. Here and there, you will 
notice skulls enclosed in boxes looking like clocks 
(hence their name: death clocks).
To end on a lighter note, let’s remember the 
old pun: "Viens voir les os rangés de Marville". 
In English: "Come and see the piled bones in 
Marville". In French, "piled bones" sounds 
exactly like orange-tree. A guileless visitor 
knowing that Marville was a Spanish town, might 
come in the hope to see beautiful orange-trees 
and find out that they’d been tricked.
Souvenirs and postcards are on sale at the town 
hall. Guided visits of the town and the cemetery 
for groups on request.
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European Beer Museum



The European Beer Museum is in the larder 
of the 17th-century Stenay fortress which was 
converted into a malting in 1879. The Museum 
was created in 1986 and the size of its collection, 
with 48,000 items covering 2,500 m², makes it 
unique in Europe. It traces the history of brewing 
techniques and traditions from its origins to the 
present day. The new museum trail created 
in 2006 allows visitors to follow the evolution 
of production techniques through modern 
scenography that uses the latest techniques 
(recreations, interactive terminals, sound and 
smell ambiences). 

The visit ends in the Museum tavern where a 
large choice of traditional beers and regional 
products are available for you to taste or to 
take away with you. A visit to be consumed in 
moderation…

INFORMATION
The Museum has disabled person access.
EUROPEAN BEER MUSEUM 
10, rue de la Citadelle
F-55700 STENAY 
Telephone: +33(0)329 80 68 78
E-mail: musee.biere@meuse.fr
www.musee-de-la-biere.com

THE EUROPEAN BEER MUSEUM

STENAY
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Longwy-Haut
Longwy-Haut has grown quite lively thanks to its 
inhabitants and to the great number of cultural 
activities and sports facilities in the area: a 
museum, the Robert Schuman centre, a library, 
the youth club and arts centre, stadiums and 
playgrounds… 
This part of town houses lots if listed buildings: 
the remarkable Saint Dagobert’s church with its 
restored organ, the old town hall, the "Puits de 
Siège" (the siege well) on the Place du Colonel 
Darche (former Place d’Armes) where you will 
find the Tourist Office. Walk along Longwy-Haut’s 
Vauban fortifications and visit the Porte de France 
(France Gate).

Longwy-Bas
The lower part of Longwy is the town’s 
administrative and commercial heart with 
imposing buildings like the Banque de France, 
the town hall or the chamber of metallurgy and 
a wide range of shops most of which are located 
on the Place du Général Leclerc.
Nearby, the Récollets park offers the inhabitants 
a leafy setting which leads to a rotunda. On this 
spot stood the former derrick. A bit further 
stands Longwy’s sports complex with its Olympic 
swimming-pool and sports hall. Finally, along 
Longwy’s slopes in the bend of the pottery, you 
will notice the semi-detached house of the Cité 
Merlin.

Longwy’s museums
Musée municipal de Longwy
Located in the prestigious site designed by 
Vauban, this museum displays a very rich 
collection of 19th- and 20th-centuries Longwy-
style crockery and enamelled pieces. 

In a totally renovated setting, the visitor may 
admire old and rare pieces: early 19th-century 
crockery, table sets, the tureen Napoleon 
ordered in Longwy… Famous enamelled pieces 
are also on display such as the fountain made for 
the 1889 World Fair, lovely floral decorations…

Musée du fer à repasser (Flat iron Museum)
More than 1,500 different irons (for ironing…) 
from the 15th century until today are on display 
at the beautiful Vauban citadel. 

LONGWY TOURIST OFFICE 
Place Darche F-54400 Longwy-Haut
+33(0)382 24 94 54
E-mail: contact@ot-paysdelongwy.com
Web: www.ot-paysdelongwy.com

LONGWY

Majorelle Stairs
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Longuyon, originally "Long gué", which means 
"long ford", has a strategic location between 
Rheims and Trier, at the confluence of the 
Chiers and the Crusnes. Many European railway 
lines cross this small town of 6000 inhabitants. 
People come from afar for the town’s famous 
gastronomic restaurants and its lively shopping 
centre. 

Saint Agathe church
This sturdy building used to be part of the town’s 
fortifications. It was rebuilt on the site of a 7th-
century chapel. 
Its tower is the oldest building of Longuyon 
and dates back to the 12th century. Inside this 
Romanesque and Gothic church, one can admire 
a magnificent painting by Brother Abraham 
Gilson of the Abbey of Orval. 

This painting shows Saint Agathe’s martyrdom. 
Guided tours for groups are available on request.

The Totem Pole
This Totem Pole was a gift from the Canadian 
soldiers who had lived in Longuyon from 1954 
to 1967 under the NATO alliance. Their F-84 and 
F-100 aircrafts, based in Marville, were used for 
photographic reconnaissance flights. 

LONGUYON

LONGUYON TOURIST OFFICE 
Place Salvador Allende 
F-54260 LONGUYON
Tel.: +33(0)382 39 21 21
Web: www.ot-longuyon.fr

Town hall

Totem Pole
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The Maginot line was planned as a system of 
fortifications to stop invasion from the east (e.g. 
along the Moselle valley). It satisfied its function 
as a deterrent: the Germans had prepared the 
siege and perfected large calibre cannons but 
then gave preference to a motorized attack. 
Bypassing the Maginot line they used the 
traditional invasion route called the "Sedan gap". 
They also invented their own defence system, 
the Siegfried line.

A visit to Fermont gives you an idea of the size of 
these underground fortifications. It is like a town 
built 30 metres underground. Two lifts go down 
to the bottom and you travel around by electric 
train. 600 soldiers could live here and the fortress 
was self-supporting in water, electricity, fresh air 
and provisions for an extended period. It had 
dormitories, a hospital, kitchens, a cold storage 
room, a laundry, a bakery, showers, officers’ 
bedrooms, a mess and, of course, weapons and 
ammunition.

Fermont is really impressive. Unfortunately a 
fortress is only as good as it is supporting infantry. 
Although the Maginot line was bypassed and 
encircled by the Germans, it proved its resistive 
strength. On the day of ceasefire, both fortresses 
and men (25,000) were still largely intact.

7 dioramas with authentic equipment and 
uniforms, an outdoor hall with vehicles and 
turrets can be discovered.

The minimum duration of the visit is 2 and a half 
hours.
Make sure to wear warm clothes as inside 
temperature drops to about 10 degrees.

INFORMATION
Tel: +33(0)382 39 35 34
Website: 
www.ligne-maginot-fort-de-fermont.asso.fr
E-mail: 
ligne.maginot.fort.de.fermont@wanadoo.fr

THE MAGINOT LINE AT FERMONT

The Maginot line

Fermont



This village of Cons-la-Grandville is one of the 
most famous places of Lorraine. Situated in 
the verdant Chiers valley, it is proud of its two 
architectural treasures: the castle of the Lord of 
Cons and a Benedictine priory.
The first castle was built in the late 11th century 
by Dubon de Cons (a crusader, friend of Godefroy 
de Bouillon). In the 16th century Martin de 
Custine rebuilt a second castle but this beautiful 
Renaissance building was damaged during the 
Thirty Years War (1633). The restoration lasted 
till 1730 and is due to the Lambertye family. 
In 1944, the stables were blown up. However, 
this castle is nowadays a precious example of 
Renaissance architecture as well as 18th-century 
Lorraine styles. The religious past of Cons-La-
Grandville dates back to Dudon de Cons. He 
founded a priory before leaving for the Holy 
Land, he donated this priory to the Abbey of 
Saint-Hubert. The priory and the church in their 
present states date back to the 18th century. 
A particular 19th century stone blast-furnace is 
also worth a visit.

INFORMATION
Château de Cons-la-Grandville
Rue du Château – F-54870 Cons-la-Grandville
+33(0)3 82 44 99 00
association@conslagrandville.com
www.conslagrandville.com

Cons-la-Grandville Castle
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Gaume, our Belgian Provence, displays the 
oppositions between man and geology. Typical 
Gaume landscapes are due to nature as well as 
to agriculture. Our forests are spread over three 
cuestas (gentle slopes opposed to steep slopes). 
The hills are made of erosion-resistant rocks while 
the valleys are made up of alluvial deposits. As 
a result, it’s normal to find woods on top of the 
hills and agriculture in the valleys. Wild boars, 
roes and does are used to crossing this East-West 
alignment of forests from Gutland in the Grand-
Duchy of Luxembourg to the French department 
of the Meuse. On the contrary, these forests 
become obstacles to species migrating from 
North to South. The Northern part of Gaume 
shelters species from the Ardennes whereas the 
southern one is the limit for sub-Mediterranean 
species. This is the reason why we must safeguard 
the continuity of our woods and protect hedges, 
copses and bramble patches which shelter small 
mammals and birds. Just an example to illustrate 
the importance of the continuity of our forests: 
the wildcat had disappeared in Gaume more than 
a century ago and is now reappearing.

The village of Torgny is a wonderful illustration of 
the specific features of the Lorraine landscape. 
The sunny southern slope of the cuesta and 
the chalky soil, which heats up more quickly in 
spring and keeps more heat in autumn, favours 
the growing of vines. 
Moreover, a rich flora (orchids, anemones and 
hellebores) and typical insects benefit from this 
mild exposure.

The hill of Montquintin is used as a stopover 
by migrating insects. The praying mantis, for 
example, migrates along the ridges because of 
harsh winters.

Hedges testify of the rural past of our Gaume 
and its ancient cadastral division into plots. The 
vegetation growing in these hedges (privets, 
blackthorns, hawthorns, spindle trees, brambles, 
honeysuckle, elder trees, hazel trees, ash trees 
and oaks) give evidence of what the ancient forest 
was like. Hedges are also important as a nesting 
place for birds (thrushes and tits), as a shelter 
for reptiles (grass snakes and slow worms), small 
mammals (hedgehogs and mice) and insects 
(butterflies and ladybugs) or as a lookout spot 
for birds of prey (buzzards and kestrels).
Old abandoned pits shelter a typical sand flora 
and a varied fauna such as lizards, bees, ants, 
and crickets. In small valleys, ferns, primroses 
and foxgloves are abounding. Between Latour, 
Chenois and Saint-Mard, you will find moors of 
great botanical and zoological interest. Walk 
slowly and you may see partridges, young 
rabbits, pheasants, and even foxes.

The two compensating reservoirs of the Vire river 
in Latour are nature reserves in which ducks, grey 
herons and coots live. 

Around Florenville and Chiny, the Semois 
valley offers numerous magnificent walks and 
breathtaking viewpoints.

Fauna and Flora in Gaume
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The Lorraine Gaumaise, with its enchanting and 
hushed forest, its romantic architecture and its 
legends, provides inspiration and creativity. 
Wander its paths imbued with magic and poetry. 
The Lorraine Gaumaise offers many walks for 
both the casual and experienced stroller as well 
as circuits for bicyclers and mountain bikers.  

Paths of Dreams
Three thematic routes, the “Paths of Dreams”, 
have been created with various works of art: one 
in the valley of Zigomars (Ethe), one in Montmédy 
around the citadel and one in Herbeumont in 
the valley of the Antrogne river. These thematic 
routes punctuate in an original way the great 
hiking trail “Heritage & Landscape” of the 
Lorraine Gaumaise.

Virton’s “Path of Dreams” runs along the 7 
ponds with clean and pure water in the valley 
of Zigomars.
Who are the Zigomars? Elves living in the forest 
to protect the fairies who have made their hole 
not far from there? If you want to meet them, 
come to the celebration of May 1 held each year 
at their hideout located a little further.
The maps are available for free at the Tourist 
Office in Virton.

Heritage & Landscape route
This route is destined to hikers and bicyclers 
interested in long circuits. Indeed, the 7 walking 

loops and the 5 cycling loops of the route cover 
more than 230km. Each loop is on average 50km 
long (2-3 days of walking). They will lead you 
across lots of viewpoints, points of interest and 
beautiful sites of the region.
Accommodations and restaurants bicycle-
friendly are accessible along the circuits and 
are equipped and prepared to welcome the 
bicyclers. The “Bikes Welcome” label is visible 
on the façade of those places.

The maps are available for free at the Tourist 
Office in Virton.

Gallor route
This route for bicyclers and e-bikers runs along 
the former Roman Road which used to connect 
Reims and Trier. This route let you follow the steps 
of the Roman people who travelled along the 
Road centuries ago and discover the surrounding 
villages and landscapes.

The maps are available at the Tourist Office in 
Virton.

Walking maps
The small-distance hikers will find several maps 
on sale at the Tourist Office in Virton with 10km-
long walkings (on average).

Walking in Gaume

Ethe’s "Path of Dreams"Gallor routeMontauban
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Virton’s museum was founded in 1937 in what 
remained of the former Recollect monastery built 
at the end of the 17th century, and extended in 
the 1990s thanks to the support of Virton’s town 
council. The Musée gaumais is dedicated to past 
life in Gaume. Unlike the Ardennes, Gaume is not 
a geological region in itself, but an ethnical area of 
Belgian Lorraine. The geological region of Belgian 
Lorraine, located in the south of the province of 
Luxembourg, is divided into two areas, each of 
them having a different dialect: Gaume where 
Lorraine-Gaumais (a Romance dialect) is spoken, 
and the "Pays d’Arlon" where arelerplat (a Germanic 
Luxembourgish dialect) is spoken.

The museum’s new wing houses the three following 
sections: Archaeology, Fine Arts and Customs, Beliefs 
and Legends.
The archaeology department, on the ground floor, 
exhibits a unique collection of objects discovered 
during excavations throughout Gaume: Paleolithic 
and Neolithic flint; Gallo-Roman crockery, jewellery, 
coins, tools, and bas-reliefs; Merovingian items found 
in the burial places of Grandcourt and Torgny. All these 
objects bear witness of domestic, religious, military, 
economic and artistic life in Gaume throughout the 
ages from Celtic times until the Middle Ages. We’d 
like to draw your attention to some outstanding 
pieces: a bronze cauldron of the 2nd Iron Age, the 
bas-relief of the Vallus or Treveri reaping machine 
(2nd century AD), a recently discovered bronze 
Cupid (2nd century AD) and the reconstruction of 
two Merovingian tombs. Three thematic showcases 
exhibit the gods, the money, the luxury products 

Musées Gaumais
and the games in Roman Treveri.
On the 1st floor, the Gallery of Fine Arts in 
Gaume highlights the remarkable artistic 
wealth of Gaume. Gaumais painting which was 
born in the 19th century has been incredibly 
fertile ever since. The museum exhibits Nestor 
Outer’s watercolours, Camille Barthélemy’s 
stunningly beautiful landscapes, Félicien 
Jacques’s intimist interior paintings and many 
more. Drawings, engravings, sculptures… are 
exhibited as well. The museum also holds 
temporary exhibitions of contemporary works 
of art produced by local artists.
The 2nd floor is dedicated to Customs and 
Beliefs. This department focuses on the means 
country people used to protect themselves, 
their home and their family against Evil and 
diseases. The mixture of sacred art and 
folklore, of faith and superstition, gave birth 
to outstanding masterpieces: 18th-century 
chalices by the Virtonnais goldsmith Claude 
Renaud, a Romanesque Christ, a 16th-century 
pieta, an 18th-century Assumption by Brother 
Abraham Gilson of the Abbey of Orval… 
This department also displays a collection of 
statues of most of the saints which have been 
worshipped in Gaume.
The old wing presents Gaume’s local history 
and craft tradition. You will discover a faithful 
reconstruction of an 18th-century Gaumais 
kitchen with all the household implements, 
a panelled "pèle" or best room, a collector’s 
cabinet with scores of odd and rare items and 
the Récollet chapter room with its renaissance 

Museum of Gaume
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fireplace and built in cupboards where industrial, 
religious and seigneurial archives from the duchy 
of Luxembourg are displayed. In this same wing, 
you will also have the chance to see reproductions 
of many a local workshop: a weaver’s, a basket 
maker’s and a potter’s workshop…
Industrial crafts haven’t been overlooked: local 
cast iron firebacks, chains, pots, pans and 
chimney hooks…The gallery which links both 
wings of the museum hosts one of the richest 
Belgian collections of 18th-and 19th-centuries 
china produced by the Manufactures Royales 
Boch at Septfontaines-lez-Luxembourg.
Last but not least comes D’Jean d’Mâdy. This 
popular hero, who managed to charm a voracious 
wolf with his violin, reminds us of the strength 
of Gaume’s folklore. Next to the museum’s old 
wing stands a tower with a bulbous slate roof 
and a "Jacquemart" which chimes the hours 
thanks to an 18th-century clockwork. This gilded 
"Jacquemart" in the shape of a Récollet monk 
reminds us of the museum’s past as a monastery.

Lapidary museum and archaeological 
park at Montauban
The ancient castle of Montauban is situated a 
hundred metres above the valley, at the tip of a 
triangular plateau. Protected by steep slopes on 
two of its sides, the site could only be reached 
by the north. Excavations have shown that it had 
been occupied as early as the Celtic Age (First 
Iron Age). At that time it was surrounded with a 
"vitrified-core wall". 
In this technique, a grid of oak beams was set 
to fire under a pile of stones. After the stones 
had vitrified, the pile was covered with earth and, 
probably, spiked with a wooden palisade. The 
more accessible north face was protected by a 
rampart preceded by a trench. In Celtic times, 
the fortified refuge covered 2.5 hectares (± 10 
acres). This type of defence is called an "éperon 
barré" (fortified spur).

Threatened by the Germanic invasions during 
the Later Roman Empire (3rd century AD), the 
site was reoccupied and rearranged by the 
erection of a second rampart closer to the tip of 
the second plateau. This reduced the defended 
area to 25 ares (± 300 sq yds). The fear of the 
barbarians can still be seen from the materials 
which were used. Exceptional bas-reliefs were 
brought to light during the 1958 excavations. 
These bas-reliefs featuring scenes of Treveri 
daily life in Roman times had been taken from 
funeral monuments of aristocratic landowners 
erected along the Trier-Rheims Roman way. 
Among the thirty-odd blocks, the most famous 
one presents the famous Vallus (Treveri reaping 
machine) which had been described by Pliny the 
Elder and Palladius but had never been seen until 
the discovery of Montauban!

INFORMATION
Rue d’Arlon 38-40, B-6760 Virton
Tel: +32(0)63/57 03 15
www.musees-gaumais.be
Open: between April 1 and November 30 from 
9.30 a.m. to 12 and from 2 p.m. to 6p.m. Closed 
on Tuesdays except in June, July and August. 
Open during Christmas and Carnival holidays.

The Forges of Montauban
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Open: anytime, free admission to the site.
Guided visits on request only (for groups of 
15 at least).
Inquire at the Musée Gaumais in Virton.

In the early Middle Ages, a sturdy rectangular 
donjon was built on the southern end of the 
plateau. Legend has it that it was erected by the 
Four Aymon Sons. In its walls, many old Roman 
stones were reused. As can still be seen today, 
the entrance to the donjon was on a higher floor.
This unique archaeological site, covering such a 
huge period of time, justified the creation of an 
archaeological park in 1960. Architect Constantin 
Brodsky was charged with the design of the 
lapidary museum which is totally integrated in 
the site. Montauban has in the meantime been 
listed as a capital Walloon heritage.

The Forges of Montauban-Buzenol
The history of the ironworks of Montauban-
Buzenol started in 1507 and ended some 350 
years later, in 1858. The site was, geographically 
speaking, ideal in many respects: iron ore was 
extracted in the nearby village, wood was 
exploited in the surrounding forests and water 
was plentiful in the valley. 
A first restoration campaign of this site started 
in 1995. The remains of the furnace, which have 
been unearthed, bear witness of the importance 
of the forges in the 16th century.
Since 2007, the Centre of Contemporary Art of 
Belgian Luxembourg is located on the site of 
Buzenol.  It proposes the creation of temporary 
monumental and environmental works in an area 
dedicated to archaeology, heritage and nature.

The Museum of country life at 
Montquintin
Monseigneur de Hontheim, one of the last lords 
of Montquintin, contestant bishop and famous 
writer under the pen name of Febronius, had this 
farm built in 1765.
The walls of this interesting example of 
traditional architecture are whitewashed and 
the roof is covered with grooved tiles. The 
living quarters have a kitchen with antiques 
and a fireplace, and a best room  or "pèle" 
with alcove and cupboard. One room houses 
a reconstruction of a classroom which evokes 
Montquintin’s former village school.
In the barn, in the stable and in the hayloft 
above, we can see a lot of tools, With its 
unique vista over the three Gaumais cuestas, 
the village of Montquintin, its castle and its 
Romanesque church have been listed as a 
capital Walloon heritage.

Inquire at the Musée Gaumais in Virton 
except in July and August when the museum 
at Montquintin is open every day from 2 p.m. 
to 6 p.m.

Montquintin

The lapidary museum
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In August 1914, the region of Gaume was 
the scene of several bloody battles between 
the German and the French armies. The 
two armies left behind them thousands of 
men killed, injured or imprisoned, on the 
battlefield. But the civilians also suffered from 
these battles.
The museum of wars in Gaume is there to 
remind us of what happened. The Baillet-
Latour museum, renovated in 2010 thanks to 
the InBev-Baillet Latour Fund, is composed 
of four rooms dedicated to the Baillet-Latour 
family that had been the owner of the castle 
since 1659. After having lost all its wealth in 
1794, the Baillet-Latour family was divided in 

INFORMATION
Rue Baillet-Latour 24 – B-6761 Latour
Tel.: +32(0)63/57 01 15
www.musees-latour.be

The Museum of Wars in Gaume and 
the Baillet-Latour Museum

During the summer of 1914, Virton which 
was normally regarded as a remote and rural 
region became the battlefield of hostile 
marching armies. 

On August 21, two French infantry divisions 
marched against the enemy. Virton and the 
villages around were only a stopping place. 
The army’s destination was Etalle and Saint-
Léger. But at dawn on August 22, the Germans 
launched their offensive. The result ing 
combats were to be called the "Battle of the 
Frontiers". In the area, the front went through 
Meix, Robelmont, Belle-Vue, Belmont, Ethe, 
Laclaireau, Gévimont, Bleid, Signeulx and 
Musson.
In Virton, the fighting took place on the plateau 
around the two current war cemeteries. 

In Ethe, the action started in the village, 
where the cavalry found itself face to face 
with the Uhlans (German lancers). 
All around, the combats were fierce. At 
the end of the battle, dead and wounded 

The battle of Virton (August 22, 1914) were scattered on the ground. Although the 
French had the upper hand, they decided to 
withdraw.
August 23 and 24 were sad days for the 
wounded and for the inhabitants of the 
villages. 277 civilians were massacred in Ethe. 

The impact of this day was felt at the battle 
of the Marne, where some of the German 
regiments no longer had the same strength 
as a result of their losses on August 22.

two branches, the Belgians and the Austrians. 
One of the Belgian descendants, Henri de 
Baillet, was one of the co-founders of the « 
Belgian Olympic Committee » in 1906 which 
later on became the Interfederal Belgian 
Olympic Committee. In 1925, he replaced 
Pierre de Coubertin as president of the 
International Olympic Committee till 1942. 
Count Alfred created the InBev-Baillet Latour 
Fund, which even today supports scientific 
research, culture and sport.

The Museum of Wars in Gaume

Ethe
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For more than 10 years, the National Service 
of Excavations has been carrying out intensive 
research to be able to trace accurately Gaume’s 
past. Below, you will find the description of some 
sites of particular interest. Let’s take Virton as the 
starting point of our excursion.
The Saint Martin church was built on a 7th- 
century burial ground on the Mageroux plateau. 
The current church was built on the former one 
in the 9th century and has been modified several 
times until the 19th century.
The two most important items are: 
- the discovery, during the restoration, of some 
one hundred tombs under the paving of the 
nave;
- the presence on the south side, in the wall of 
the Romanesque tower, of two blocks of stone of 
Roman origin, one clearly representing a ship and 
the other the movements of the waves.

The National Service of Excavations has, during 
consecutive campaigns on the Mageroux 
plateau, discovered houses with dry stone walls, 
coins, nine cellars, eight wells, two potter’s ovens, 
a hypocaust, a fibula and some foundations 
from a wealthy potters’ neighbourhood. These 
discoveries represent a small part of the Roman 
vicus which was the origin of Vertunum (Virton).
After a visit of the Musée gaumais in Virton and 
its archaeological collections, we will head for 
the slopes of Saint-Mard where, not far from the 
forest, we find three enormous blocks of stone, 
the "polissoirs", on which Neolithic men whetted 
their tools and weapons. On these huge stones 
you can see numerous traces of grinding in the 
shape of hollows and grooves. In bygone days 

supernatural reasons were given for the marks 
and the stones were called "Fairy stones" or 
"Witch stones". 
Not far from Saint-Mard we take a country road 
towards Torgny. This village, which is almost lying 
on the French border, is famous for its privileged 
climate. Our eyes are immediately drawn to the 
rounded Roman tiles on the roofs which give 
Torgny its Provençal look.

A Merovingian necropolis was discovered here 
at the beginning of the 20th century. Since then 
300 graves have been found. Visitors will notice 
the "la Romanette" promontory: it was occupied 
during the Merovingian era and keeps traces of 
a Roman fort.

Montquintin is our next stop. On the top of 
a hill overlooking the Ton, the village visible 
from afar occupies a unique site in Gaume. The 
Monseigneur de Hontheim place has a triangular 
shape and is surrounded by a number of listed 
buildings of high interest: Saint Quentin’s church, 
the Country Life Museum and the old manor farm. 
At a lower level than the church we notice the 
ruins of a castle. Only the main building remains.
We are only a few kilometres away from the 
village of Gomery which can easily be found on 
the road Virton – Ethe – Saint-Léger. The dolmen 
that we find there and the one at Wéris are the 
only common grave from that epoch in Belgium. 
It belongs to the Seine-Oise-Marne culture, which 
is a native Mesolithic culture situated around the 
second millenary BC. Gomery’s dolmen consists 
of one large block of "Stonne" stone resting on 
three supporting stones to the north and one 

THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL WEALTH OF VIRTON AND ITS REGION

Musée Gaumais
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to the south. Objects such as a large knife, a 
fragment of a polished axe, arrowheads… were 
found here during excavations.
Let us continue our trip in the direction of Etalle. 
The biggest protohistoric fortress in Belgium 
was discovered in these forests. Protohistoric 
constructions are always made up of two parts: 
a rampart preceded by a trench and an earthen 
wall built with material dug out of the trench. 
The rampart of "la Tranchée des Portes" (the 
Trench of the Gates) in Etalle bears witness to 
the construction of three successive ramparts. 
The deeper the trench was dug, the higher the 
ramparts became. Two gates have already been 
found in the rampart. These may be observed 
by the interruption of the earthen wall and the 
trench and by the way that the palisade turns 
towards the interior of the fortress.

Let’s now visit the charming village of Buzenol. 
Situated north of the Gaume forest, it is part of 
the commune of Etalle. Just a step away from 
the village we will discover Montauban. The 
landscape of the site is made up of a vast rounded 
clearing with a very uniform outline to the north 
and a wooded promontory to the south. This 
natural refuge has ever since the Iron Age been 
surrounded by a wall made from dry stone and 
calcined powders. Threatened by the barbarians, 
the site was transformed into a fortress with 
the help of all available materials. On a stone 
block built into one of the walls, archaeologists 
discovered a representation of the Vallus, the 
famous reaping machine invented by the Celtic 
Treveri and dating from the Gallic period. Next 
to the museum there is a reconstruction of this 
reaping machine. 

Towards the end of the 10th century, dungeons 
were built in our area, mostly on cliff tops. These 
high rectangular towers were pierced by narrow 
loopholes to ensure defence and had only one 
narrow door on the first floor. From then on, 
fortresses consisted of two parts: the upper 
courtyard reserved for the master and the lower 
one for servants and commoners.

We will end our round trip with a visit to Château-
Renaud which towers above Croix-Rouge. The 
camp of Château-Renaud was occupied from 
the years 330 on, perhaps by a small garrison or 
army. The discovery of some pearls and necklaces 
suggests that some of the occupants lived there 
with their families. 

Château-Renaud is a steep cliff. At the part of 
the cliff with the easiest access, a high wall had 
to be built. The main entrance with its double 
bend is placed between the end of the wall and 
the stockade. A very deep well at the far end 
of the camp supplied drinking water. Château-
Renaud was probably abandoned around the 5th 
century. A great number of coins were lost on 
the site. Some of the carved blocks of stone as 
well as a cross-shaped fibula and a small bronze 
statue of Mercury which bears witness of Greek 
culture in our regions, have been transferred to 
the Musée gaumais.

We’d also like to recommend a visit to the Roman 
staging post at Chameleux (Florenville) on the 
Rheims-Trier Roman way. The Roman thermae 
and the Archaeological museum of the province 
of Luxembourg in Arlon.

The "Tranchée des Portes"
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Galerie Mistral – Blandy Mathieu, painter
Rue d’Harnoncourt 40 – B-6762 Saint-Mard
Tel.: +32(0)63 58 25 72

Workshop and gallery of Inge Borg, 
painter
Rue de la Colline 17 – B-6769 Robelmont
Tel.: +32(0)63 58 24 66 – +32(0)475 93 52 97
www.inge-borg.eu
 
Workshop and gallery of Jean-Pierre 
Evrard, painter
Rue de la Colline 30 – B-6769 Robelmont
Tel.: +32(0)474 38 49 58
www.jeanpierrevrard.be

Workshop of Claude Goffinet, wood 
sculptor
Rue de l’Eglise 26 – B-6760 Saint-Remy
Tel.: +32(0)63 57 74 84

Workshop and gallery "l’Ocre Bleue" of 
Alain Baudson, painter
Rue Abbé Jacquemin 1B – F-55600 Avioth
Tel.: +32(0)498 45 20 11 
alain_baudson@skynet.be 

Presenting all artists from around Virton in a 
few lines is almost impossible. The visitor will 
discover by himself that Virton, as an important 
centre for education, has an intense cultural life, 
especially artistically speaking: concerts during 
the "Automne musical"; the Winter Theatre; the 
European Film Festival and general exhibitions 
throughout the year as well as permanent 
exhibitions in cafés and restaurants. 
First and foremost, we would like to advise the 
visitor to keep an inquiring mind.  Walk round 
the town, and you’ll notice many works of arts.  
Moreover, many buildings shelter works of local 
artists: the town hall, the Musée gaumais (rue 
d’Arlon). 

WORKSHOPS (by appointment)

Alain Baudson

Inge Borg

Artists in Gaume



Galerie Soleil
Tourist Office in Virton
Rue des Grasses Oies 2B – B-6760 Virton
Tel.: +32(0)63 57 89 04 – www.soleildegaume.be

Maison du Terroir de Gaume
Place du Parc 1 – B-6760 Virton
Tel.: +32(0)63 57 89 04 – www.soleildegaume.be

Galerie du Comble
Place Georges Lorand 4 – B-6760 Virton
Tel.: +32(0)473 35 67 18
www.fac-contemporary-art.com

Galerie Hoffmann
Grand-rue 13A – B-6760 Virton
Tel.: +32(0)63 57 79 08 – www.hoffmandaniel.be

Maison des Artistes de Gaume
Rue du Faing  10 – B-6810 Jamoigne
Tel. : +32(0)61/32 53 58 
www.maison-des-artistes.be

Grange de Montquintin
Rue Saint-Quentin 7 – B-6767 Montquintin
Tel.: +32(0)63 58 86 60

Caves de l’hôtel de Ville de Virton
Rue Charles Magnette 9 – B-6760 Virton
Tel.: +32(0)63 57 06 90

Galerie de l’ancien moulin
Rue Warlomont 10 – B-6824 Chassepierre
Tel.: +32(0)495 52 12 40 – www.etiennelenoir.com

Galerie du ROx
Avenue Adam 9 – B-6767 Harnoncourt (Rouvroy)
Tel.: +32(0)63 58 86 60

Paysalia – Landscape Discovery Centre
Esplanade du Panorama 1 – B-6820 Florenville
Tel.: +32(0)61 31 12 29 – www.cip-lorraine-
gaumaise.com

Centre of Contemporary Art of Belgian 
Luxembourg
Rue de Montauban – B-6743 Buzenol (Etalle)
Tel.: +32(0)63 22 99 85 – www.caclb.be

Erasmus’s – Utopia contrast art gallery
Place Albert 1er 63 – B-6820 Florenville
Tel.: +32(0)479 95 92 92 – www.erasut.be

Galerie Artémis
Rue Piessevaux 27 – B-6762 Saint-Mard
Tel.: +32(0)476 30 63 09

Centre culturel du Beau Canton Chiny-
Florenville
Rue de Lorrène 3A – B-6810 Chiny
Tel.: +32(0)63 31 30 11 – www.ccbeaucanton.be

Ange Gardien’s gallery
Orval – B-6823 Villers-devant-Orval
Tel.: +32(0)497 41 75 11 – www.alangegardien.be
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ART GALLERIES

Marie-Françoise Sztuka



Orval beer
The Orval beer is one of the only five approved 
Trappist beers in Belgium. It is brewed and 
bottled at the abbey.
The beer is the result of a triple-fermentation 
process, one of them being called "bottle 
fermentation". The double-hop process gives 
palatable bitterness and a unique flavour.
This high-fermentation beer is sold exclusively 
in 33cl skittle-shaped bottles. The ripening starts 
after it is bottled. Therefore it is stored in a cool 
and dark basement (12 to 14°C) for a few months 
(minimum 6 months).
The Orval beer should be tasted fresh, but not 
cold (basement temperature), in the appropriate 
glass, perfectly degreased, rinsed and dried. 
It must be poured slowly, in one stroke, in an 
inclined glass to prevent from pouring the 
sediment.
The beer may be kept five years or more. The 
bitter taste may be a surprise in the beginning, 
but it will be the delight of the true beer tasters.

Orval cheese
This medium-hard cheese (Saint-Paulin type) is 
made from cow milk from Gaume and is entirely 
made inside the abbey. It may be appreciated 
as an appetizer, in thin slices in a sandwich, in 
a dish…

The "Pâté Gaumais"
This very typical regional meat pie carries the PGI 
(Protected Geographical Indication). It is made 
of marinated diced pork meat placed on and 
covered by a thinly-rolled risen dough. It can be 
eaten cold or hot with dry white wine or beer.

The "Saucisson Gaumais"
There are several sorts of smoked sausages in 
Gaume. They are preferably made of pure pork, 
are salted, spiced, and are sometimes made with 
honey, Orval beer… The "Saucisson Gaumais" 
is PGI certified.

The "Plate de Florenville" potato
This potato belongs to the "Rosa" variety. It is 
well liked for its rather yellow hard flesh and its 
fine and delicate taste. Two elements responsible 
for this high quality potato are the choice of the 
seeds and the sandy soil where it grows.
The Plate has the PGI certification (Protected 
Geographical Indication).

The "touffaye"
This stew is made of potatoes browned by 
bacon, shallots and sliced onions. Small smoked 
sausages might be added.

Fish
With the many rivers, brooks, ponds and lakes 
in the region, it is surely possible to find fish to 
catch. Many restaurants have on their menu very 
tasty, fresh water fish and shellfish.

Big game
Most forests are well stocked with game. During 
the season and at the end of it, many restaurants 
propose gastronomic menus and weekends with 
big game.
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The "touffaye" 

Gastronomy



The "biscotin"
This pie is sometimes called "double-sugar pie". 
There are two layers of sugar and butter: one 
inside and one on top of the pie.

The "rouyot"
According to the legend, Djean d’Mâdy was 
given a rouyot at a wedding for his way home. 
He cam accross a wolf and took refuge in a tree. 
He played violin and fed it the rouyot to escape.
The rouyot is a very nourishing crown-shaped 
brioche.

Wine
At Torgny, small vineyards produce great grape 
thanks to the nice sunshine. The varieties of 
grape produce white wine (chardonnay, pinot 
blanc...), red wine (pinot noir), ratafia (white and 
red) and sparkling wine.

Honey
The Gaume honey has a great reputation for 
its quality and pureness due to our excellent 
environment. In fact, the flora is very diversified 
and preserved. The village of Saint-Léger is 
known as the "honey village" and a festival, the 
"Fête du Miel", take place there in September.

Sweetscented bedstraw (Galium odoratum)
This plant is used in herbal teas, squashes and 
a few aperitives. This sweet, vanilla-flavoured 
plant has calming and digestive properties. 
Two aperitives, the Zygomar (Virton) and the 
Maitrank (Arlon), both contain that plant as well 
as oranges. The difference between the two is 
that the former one is made of apple wine while 
the latter is made of grape wine.
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In Gaume, there are so many local produces to taste! Don’t miss the beers, the apple 
juices, the aperitives we make. You can also savour delicious farm products as well 
as chocolates made by artisans.
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Virton’s Totem Pole
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1733: Duty doctor (from Friday 7p.m. to Monday 8a.m. )

0032 (0)63 22 34 00: Duty doctor (on weekdays from 7p.m. ) 

112: All emergencies

100: Ambulance/Firefighter

101: Police 
105: Red Cross ambulance 
0032 (0)903 99 000: Pharmacist on duty 
0032 (0)70 245 245: Poison control center

USEFUL INFORMATION

AGENDA
• March-April: Bonefires

• March: Carnivals in 
Florenville, Virton and 
Meix-devant-Virton

• 3rd Sunday in March: 
Gaume’s Festival in Musson

• 1st weekend in April: 
"Romponpon tournante" in 
Romponcelle.

• May 1: the "Confrérie des 
Zigomars"’s festival in the 
Valley of Rabais.

• May 1: "Village of 
Savours" in Etalle.

• 2nd weekend in May: 
Goose Fest in Ethe

• Whitsun weekend: 
Hamawé Roots Festival

• Last weekend in May: 
Festival of Caricature in
Rouvroy

• 1st weekend in June: 
Discount sale in Virton

• 2nd Sunday in June: 
"Chiny au Jardin"

• Around June 21th: Music 
Festival

• July 1, afternoon and 
night: "Sales Night" in 
Virton

• On Sundays afternoon in 
July and August:

"La cuisine sauvage", a 
chalet in the woods of 
Saint-Léger

• On Sundays in July and 
Aug. from 11a.m. to 2p.m.: 
"Apérokiosque" in Virton.

• 2nd weekend in July: Tale 
Festival in Chiny

• Around July  15: Artists 
and Artisans’ Fair in Torgny

• July 21: National Day 
(fireworks)

• 3rd Sunday in July: 
"La Géroublonnade" in 
Gérouville

• 1st Sunday in August: 
Virton Tourist Office’s 
concert in Avioth’s Basilica

• 2nd weekend in August: 
"Gaume Jazz Festival" in 
Rossignol

• 3rd weekend in August: 
Street Arts Festival in 
Chassepierre

• 1st and 2nd weekends in 
September:  "Cuest’Art" in 
Virton

• 2nd weekend in 
September: Local Heritage 
Day

• 3rd weekend in 
September: "Fête du Miel" 
(Honey Festival) in St-Léger

• October: "Musical Autumn" 
(concerts) in Virton

• 3rd weekend in October: 
Potato Festival in 
Florenville 

• Last Sunday in October: 
Hunting Festival in Muno

• Mid-November: European 
Film Festival in Virton

• December: Christmas 
markets and festivities
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The Abbey of Orval...
...a place of history  and  legends
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